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Abstract 

The actuators of the respiratory system. the respiratory muscles, are under 

constant and well-coordinated control to maintain ventilation for gas exchange. The 

control of these muscles is of particular interest to respiratory physiologists but is 

hampered by complex geometry and interaction. A valuable method for assessing 

function of the respiratory muscles is electromyography. Quantitative electromyography 

has many technical challenges. This project addresses some of those technical challenges 

with the aim of improving quantitative electromyography. This work is divided into four 

component projects. In the first project a new filter was designed for quantifying the 

envelope of the electromyogram. The filter generates an output signal with less high 

frequency variance than conventional filters and is therefore better suited to digital 

processing of the electromyogram envelope. In the second project, a new method of 

computing centroid frequency using a second order autoregressive model is presented. 

This method is more direct than using the discrete Fourier transform and demonstrates the 

power of low parameter spectral models. In the third project, a method of quantifying 

electromyograms called "turns rate" is applied to respiratory muscle electromyograms for 

the first time. Turns rate proves superior performance in terms of cardiac and movement 

artifact immunity, avoids bipolar electrode effects, but shows a tendency to saturate at the 

highest levels of muscle activation. We propose using "turns" analysis in tandem with the 

conventional rectified average. In the fourth project we show that electromyograms 

obtained using robust and common fine wire electrodes are valid during change in muscle 

length. Muscle length change does affect the power spectrum in a predictable manner but 

only to a limited extent. 
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Background 

Introduction 

Study of respiration requires accurate quantification of various outputs of the 

systems. The respiratory muscles, the actuators of respiration are difficult to study 

because of their complex geometry and interaction. A common method of evaluating 

muscle function is electromyography. However accurate quantification of the 

electromyograms is challenging. This project is divided into 4 component projects. The 

first 3 projects each investigate new methods of quantifying electromyograms. The last 

project addresses one serious concern regarding electromyography, the bipolar electrode 

filter effect and how it relates to fine wire electrodes. 

First. we introduce two conventionid methods of quantifying e l e c t r o m y o ~ s :  

the moving average and Fourier spectral analysis. This leads to the first project where a 

new filter related to the moving average is presented. Next. least square. parameter based 

spectral models are presented leading to the second project where a direct computation of 

centroid frequency is presented. Then quantification of the electromyogram is discussed 

in more general terms with the idea of developing parameters based on a signal model. 

This leads to "'turns analysis" that was applied in the third project. Next, some concerns 

of quantitative electromyography are presented including the bipolar filter effect and 

muscle length change. Lastly, a scenario for testing the magnitude of the bipolar filter 

effect by inducing muscle length change with postural change is presented. This directly 

leads to the last project where spectral shift during posture change was investigated. 

Quantification of the Electromyograrn 

The Moving Average 

A moving average is precisely described by the title. From a series of data, select 

a segment of length "T' and compute the average. Then, move along the data a little and 
compute the average over another segment of length "T". Mathematically, this process is 

defined in the time domain by equation 1. 
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The perfect moving average filter can be modeled as a filter with an impulse 

response that is the difference between a unit step and another unit step that is delayed by 

a time period of " 7". The Laplace transform of equation I ,  which 

describes the transfer firnction of a perfect moving average filter. 

The magnitude response of a perfect moving average 

is shown in equation 2. 

(2) 

filter computed fiom 

equation 2 with an averaging interval of 2x seconds is shown in figure 1 with 

transmission zeros at all integral fiequencies. A filter with the transfer function of 

equation 2 cannot be constructed with discrete electronic hardware because these circuits 

must have transfer functions that are a ratio of polynomials (145). However. a circuit can 

be constructed that matches a polynomial approximation of equation 2. The modified 

Paynter filter is a good approximation of the moving average (129) and its transfer 

function is shown in equation 3. 

( I  + R'c's' ) 
T(s) = - 

(1 + 2 RCs)(l + 1.2 RCs + 1 . 6 ~ ' ~ ' s '  ) (3 ) 

The Paynter filter has a transmission zero pair at Frequencies of plus and minus 

1 R C  radians per second that can be adjusted to match the first transmission zero of a 

perfect moving average filter. The Paynter filter linear phase response meaning a constant 

time delay for all fiequencies that is important for processing EMG (167). And with a 

similar magnitude response, the Paynter filter is a good approximation to a perfect 

moving average. There are other approximations to the moving average such as one using 

a Pade expansion (33) to approximate the moving average transfer function. 

A device commonly used to process electromyograrns is called a "moving 

averager" and it contains a Paynter filter (68,98). However, this device also contains a 

circuit called a rectifier to compute the absolute value of the input signal. The Paynter 

filter moving average comes after the rectifier. Without the rectifier not much come out 

because EMG is an AC with mean zero. A moving average of mean zero is about zero. A 

more accurate name for this device is "rectified average" that emphasizes both 

mathematical operations. 

Prior to the introduction of the Paynter filter to electromyography, simple first 

order low pass, RC filters were used to process EMG. However, the fust order low pass 
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filter is not a good choice because there is a very gradual transition between the low 

frequency pass band and the higher frequency stop band. A first order low pass filter that 

achieves satisfactory smoothing loses too much o f  the overall signal (21,64,68,98). 

Figure 1 :  Magnitude response of the perfect moving average. Panel A shows 
response in linear units and panel B shows response in log units. Vertical scales are 
amplitude and horizontal scales are frequency in radians per second. 

Spectral Analysis 

Investigators began using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to analyze 
electromyograms as soon as the algorithm was invented. The Blackman-Tukey estimate 
of the power spectral density came out in about 1958 and the Tukey-Culey algorithm 
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which is the FFT came out in about 1963. Early investigators using fourier analysis 

include Cenkovich(28) in 1963. Sato(143) in 1964, Kadefors(88) in 1968, 

Lindstrom (102) in 1970, and Kwatny (100) in 1970. See Kay (90) for an interesting 

histoq of the fast fourier transform and a thought provoking article on spectral analysis in 
general. 

Use of the fourier transform is a logical way to analyze electromyograms because 

of the frequency basis of the transform. Information of the neuromuscular system is 

transmitted in a rate coded or fiequency based fashion. By applying the fourier transform. 

the data is transformed into what is called the fiequency domain and we get a profile of 

the spectral content of the electromyogram. Also, the analysis process becomes the 

problem of interpreting the power spectrum. Shape seems to be a logical but troublesome 

criterion for comparison. Kwatny et a1 (100) studied the power spectra of two hand 

muscles. They avoided comparing shape of power spectra of the different muscles by an 
interesting technique of creating something called a cumulative frequency distribution. 

The cumulative fiequency distribution is an accumulation of the differences in spectral 

bins between the two power spectra. With this technique they did find differences 

between the power spectra of these muscles. Generally however, the problem of 

interpreting power spectra remained. 

In a collection of papers between 1970 and 1974 (lO3,lO4,lQS. lO6JO7). Lars 

Lindstrom developed theoretical models of power spectra of electromyograms developing 

with one very interesting and well tested aspect. The shape of the power spectrum is 

largely determined by the shape of the detected motor unit action potentials (2) and 

relative1 y unaffected by motor neuron firing rate except for low frequencies that 

correspond to motor neuron firing rates (1 61). However, the characteristics of the motor 

unit action potentials, which determine the shape of the power spectrum, are determined 

by everything ranging from the membrane properties of the muscle fibers to the 

geometrical properties of the detecting electrodes to the electronic equipment used to 

ampliq the detected signal. With all of these things constant, the shape of the power 

spectrum is constant. However. he and many other people noted that the power spectrum 

shifted to lower frequencies during muscle fatigue. A slowing of action potential 

conduction velocity of muscle fibers was the preferred explanation for the spectral shift. 
The problem was how to quantify this shift. In an important paper in 1977 (108) 

Lindstrom introduced the concept of using moments of the power spectra as descriptive 

parameters. Of the many spectral moments, the best parameter to characterize the spectral 

shift during muscle fatigue was the centroid or mean fkquency. The use of this parameter 
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became very popular and the centroid fiequency became the index of choice for diagnosis 

of muscle fatigue. 

The explanation of spectral shift due to slowing of muscle fiber conduction 

velocity is based on the assumption that all other factors that determine the characteristics 

of the action potential are constant. This is why evidence based on spectral shift of the 

electromyogram is repeatedly challenged. A host of other factors have been shown to 

affect the power spectrum to various extents. These include electrode characteristics. 

muscle length. and firing characteristics (101). A figure taken from Gerdle et a1 (66) 

nicely demonstrates that several factors simultaneously affect the power spectrum of the 

electromyogram. They measured the centroid fiequency of the biceps muscle at a full 

range of contraction levels and with three different electrode separations. This produced 

the set of curves shown in figure 2. At low levels of contraction the centroid frequency 

increases with muscle activation. At higher levels of muscle activation the centroid 

frequency seems to saturate and no longer be a fbnction of muscle activation. Decreasing 

the electrode separation shifis these curves upward. 

- =tun - 20mn - l O m n  

0 
0 30 40 80 Y) 100 

-% 

Figure 2: Effect of muscle activation and inter electrode separation on centroid 
frequency of eiectromyogram taken fiom the biceps muscle. Data fiom Gerdle (66). 

The set of curves in figure 2 shows that centroid fiequency is a poor indicator of 

muscle activation. Centroid fiequency increases sluggishly in the 20 to 50% force range 

and then plateaus or even falls above 50% force. The total shift in centroid fiequency due 

to recruitment is only about 15%. This is too small to be used as an indicator of muscle 

force or requirement because it is small in comparison to spectral shiA caused by other 

factors such as muscle fatigue or electrode movement. There is no way that 
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measurements of centroid frequency could be extrapolated back to calculate muscle force. 

Hou-ever. the parameter is still valuable for several reasons. First, it is an accepted index 

of muscle fatigue so absence of change in centroid fiequency indicates an absence of 

fatigue. Secondly, the power spectrum and its parameters iike centroid frequency provide 

a check of the validity of an electromyogram. The power spectrum should be centered 

around 100 to 300 Hz. Too low indicates movement type artifacts and too high indicates 

no signal (13). Third. the point of inflection may provide useful information. It may 

indicate a transition from recruitment coding to fiequency coding of muscle activation. 

The trajectory of centroid fiequency with activation is gentle because non-fatigue 

spectral shifts are small. Therefore, spectral shifts are difficult to interpret anyway but 

variance in spectral estimates complicates interpretation. The usual way to estimate 

centroid fiequency is to compute the power spectrum using the discrete Fourier transform 

and then find the centroid. Unfortunately, single estimates of the power spectrum using 

the discrete Fourier transform have a lot of variance (75,127). One way to reduce variance 

of spectral estimates is to average several spectra using the BartIen or Welch method 

(90,127). This requires data from a series of data segments. The problem with averaging 

spectra is that the spectral shift we are try to detect is in the order of a few hertz which 

means that spectral resolution has to be in the order of a few hertz. To have a spectral 

resohtion of say 10 Hz, the data segment over which the discrete Fourier transform is 

computed will have to span the inverse of that which is 100 msecs. If successive data 

segments are averaged the total time may span the greater portion of a breath. Therefore 

time resolution has been lost at the expense of spectral resolution. 

There are two ways this problem may be solved. This first is to consider the use 

the many other spectrum estimation methods that exist as alternatives to the Fourier 

transform (90). From these, high-resolution power spectra may be computed from short 

data segments. One such method is autoregressive modeling. The second way is to try to 

develop. via least the squares approach, a direct method of computing centroid fiequency. 

This would be good because it would provide an efficient and hopefully reliable way. of 

computing centroid fiequency. It would also provide a better understanding of the 

parameter. 

Least Squares Parameter Models 
Least squares modeling has a long history dating back to the time of Gauss. Least 

squares modeling substitute a complex system with a set of simple functions with 

parameters. These functions are called basis functions (26). The parameters to the basis 
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functions are chosen such that the sum of the square of the error between the model and 

the system is minimized; hence the name least squares. Linear regression is one type of 

least squares model. With linear regression the basis fhction is a line with two 

parameters defining offset and slope. 

Autoregressive modeling is another type of least squares modeling and it also has 
long history. Yule originated the idea of auto regressive modeling in 1927 (77). 

Original 1 y. autoregressive modeling was used for things like economic forecasting. 

However, autoregressive modeling is now being applied to many types of biomedical 

signal processing problems. An autoregressive model is exactly as the name implies; a 

regression of a signal upon itself. The autoregressive model assumes that the present 

value a time series Y(n) is linearly dependent upon previous values of the time series with 

the addition of some random noise W(n). A schematic of a 4-term autoregressive process 

analyzer is shown in figure 3. 

m r  [Wo] o r  

Figure 3: Schematic of an autoregressive process analyzer. 

The present value Y(. of the time series is a weighted sum of "p" previous values 

of the time series and a certain amount of error w(n). The model is satisfied in the least 
square sense when the set of coefficients a, are chosen such that the sum of the squares 

of the errors w(n) is minimized. A more complicated waveform requires more 

autoregressive terms to predict future values. The solution to the model requires the 

inversion of a very large matrix; the correlation matrix. However, eficient methods used 

to compute the model are elegant ways to avoid the matrix inversion such as the 

Levinson-Durbin recursive algorithm (90). 
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Several investigators have been using autoregressive models to quantifj. 

electromyograrns. There have been two basic approaches. One approach is to define the 

length of the model in advance and then compute the model for each small data segment 

in a sequence of data segments. Then, the parameters of the model are interpreted in some 

physiological manner for each segment. The other approach is to compute variable length 

autoregressive models for each small data segment. Terms are added one at a time to the 

model until the signal is "absorbed" by the model to some specified limit. Then, once 

again. the parameters of the model are interpreted physiologically. 

Investigators using autoregressive modeling for prosthetics work use fixed length 

models. This is because processing must be computationally efficient for red time 

operation. Therefore the model must be carehlly chosen beforehand. Hefftner et a1 (78) 

carehllq. analyzed electromyograms before deciding to use 4 term autoregressive models 

with a sample rate of 500 Hz. They first investigated eIectrornyograrns sample at 2000 Hz 
but found that most of the power was below 300 Hz. By reducing the sample rate to 

500 Hz a fourth order model extends to a minimum frequency of I25 Hz. Last they 

determined that 150 points were required to establish good model estimates. The model 

they was successfir1 because 2 of the 4 parameters were reliable in discriminating between 

electromyograms of deltoid and trapezius muscles (79). Doerschuk et a1 (42) also used 

autoregressive models to discriminate between different limb functions for prosthetic 

control and they also found that 4 parameter models were best. 

Kiryu et a] (94.95) adopted more of the latter approach to autoregressive modeling 

for electromyogram analysis. Instead of deciding on model length ahead of time they 

used the Levinson-Durbin recursive algorithm to calculate models one term at a time. 

When one term is added to an autoregressive model all the previous terms change. 

Therefore, the Levinson-Durbin dgorithm generates a set of intermediate parameters 

called reflection coefficients. These coefficients can be added incrementally as the model 

increases in order. Usually a transformation is performed to compute the actual 

pararneters of the autoregressive model fiom the reflection coefficients. However. Kiryu 
et a1 decided to use the reflection coefficients themselves to quantify electromyograrns. 

Using computer models of electromyograms they found that the third reflection 

coefficient correlated particularly well with ramp contractions (94). They did not present 

any insight into why this particular parameter turned out to be the best. Two years later 

they attempted to apply their use of the reflection coefficients as physiological correlates 

during ramp contractions of real electromyograms (95). The results were inconsistent The 

reflection coefficients, that had behaved so predictably with computer simulations, 
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behaved erratically when applied to real electromyograms. It appears that added noise 

was the problem. The natural questions are how the noise disrupted the parameter and 

how sensitive the parameter is to noise. This requires a better understanding of what the 

parameters of  the model represent. 

There is a standard interpretation of the parameters of an autoregressive model. 

The parameters from the process analyzer shown in figure 3 can be arranged into a 

recursive filter as shown in figure 4. This is a white noise model of the original process. 

A white noise random signal v(n) is passed through the recursive filter and the output 

signal is a process u(n) with the same statistical properties as the process &om which the 

coefficients were derived. By saying the same statisticai properties it is meant that the 

model process has the same autocorrelation as the original process. In fact the direct 

method of computing the coefficients of the autoregressive model, called the Yule- 

Walker equations. uses the autocorrelation function of the original process (77). The 

frequency characteristics of the recursive filter are the frequency characteristics of the 

original process. Therefore, one interpretation of the autoregressive model is a low 

parameter spectral estimate of the original process. 

While there is a valid interpretation of the autoregressive model as a whole. 

interpretation of individual coefficients may be risky. Interpretation of individual 

reflection coefficients (94.95) may also be risky but less so because reflection coefficients 

are independent of model order unlike model coefficients that are unique for each order 

of model. 

Random p- 
v(n) Mn) 

+ 
I 

Figure 4: Model of an autoregressive (AR) process with an order of 4. The random 
process input is v(n) and the output AR process is u(n). 
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There are many other least squares models but the autoregressive model is 

considered to be a kind of standard model because it is the oldest arguably the simplest. A 

second type of least squares model is the moving average. A schematic of a third order 

moving average process generator is shown in figure 5. Like the autoregressive process 

generator, the moving average process generator has a white noise input to a filter. The 

important difference is that the moving average filter is non-recursive. This means that 

the impulse response of the moving average filter is finite it is the order of the filter. In 

contrast. the impulse response of the autoregressive filter is theoretically infinite. The 

filter in the moving average process generator is said to be an all zero filter while the 

filter in the autoregressive process generator is said to be an all pole filter. This is because 

of the fonns the transfer functions of these different filters. 

Random p m u  

Figure 5: Model of a moving average (MA) process with an order of 3.  The random 
process input is v(n) and the output MA process is u(n). 

Both the autoregressive and the moving average can be combined into a single. 

aptly named, autoregressive moving average ARMA model. A schematic of an 

autoregressive moving average process generator is shown in figure 6. The transfer 

function of the autoregressive moving average filter has terms in both the numerator and 

denominator so it has both poles and zeros. There are even more exotic and sophisticated 

models such as autoregressive integrated moving average ARIMA (147) and discrete 

time deterministic autoregressive moving average DARMA (1 7). 



Random process ARMA p r o a a u  

Figure 6: Model of an autoregressive moving average ARMA process with an 
autoregressive portion of order 4 and moving average portion of order 3. The random 
process input is v(n) and the output ARMA process is u(n). 

The major disadvantage in the use of any of the more sophisticated models is 

computational complexity. Models with moving average MA terms in their transfer 

functions require solution of non-linear equations (77,90). Therefore, computational 

complexity is probably the biggest motivation for use the simple autoregressive model for 

electromyogram description. However, in addition, there is a standard mathematical 

argument favoring the use of the plain autoregressive models (27, 78. 94, 95). The 

argument is based on a theorem called the Wold Decomposition. This theorem was 

published in 1938, eleven years after the autoregressive model. 

The Wold Decomposition states that any stationary discrete time process x(n) can 

be expressed as the sum of a perfectly predictable process s(n) and a general linear 

process u(n) (77). 

By being perfectly predictable, s(n) can be predicted from its past with zero 

predication variance. The processes u(n) and s(n) are uncorrelated and r(n) can be 

represented as a moving average of a white noise process v(n). 



Feeding white noise through an all zero filter can generate the general linear 
process. The first condition of setting the first coefficient to 1 is for convenience and the 

second condition limits the total energy of the filter to a frnite value. The reason that the 

Wold Decomposition is used to justify using only autoregressive models is because the 

all zero filter of the general linear process can be substituted with an equivalent all pole 

filter with the same impulse response (77,127). This means that an autoregressive process 
of sufficiently high order can represent the general linear process, which is a moving 

average process. Therefore, the entire discrete time process x(n) can be represented by an 

autoregressive mode1 of sufficiently high order. The converse is also m e .  an 

autoregressive process can be represented by a moving average process of sufficiently 
high order (90). 

The difference equation for the autoregressive moving average ARMA model of 
figure 6 is shown below. The model has M autoregressive terms and N moving average 

terms. The right hand side of this difference equation. which is the moving average part 

of the model. is the same as the general linear process as defined in the Wold 

Decomposition. This means that the left side of the difference equation, which is the 
autoregressive part of the model, corresponds to the predictable part of the Wold 
Decomposition. 

Therefore an autoregressive model properly models the predictable part of the 
process. However. if only an autoregressive model is used, then at some point the non- 

predictable or moving average part of the process becomes modeled as being predictable. 

Therefore, while a large autoregressive model will theoretically model an 
electromyogram, the question is how efficiently. For example how many autoregressive 

terms does it take to model a moving average term? Also if a random process is modeled 

as being predictable, how consistent will the model be fiom one estimate to another? 

The electromyogram is an interesting signal because as activation increases. the 

signal becomes less predictable and more noise like. This is to say that the 
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electromyogram changes fiom being primarily an autoregressive process at low activation 

to a moving average process at high activation. It is logical that that the optimal model 

will change fiom being autoregressive to moving average with increased muscle 

activation. However if only autoregressive modeling is used. progressively more terms 

have to be added to mode1 the progressively noise like signal. This may be disastrous 

because random aspects of the electromyogram are modeled as being predictable parts of 

the signal. Interpretation becomes more difficult because there are more terms to interpret 

and it is doubtful that they will be consistent fiom one estimate to the next. This appears 

to be occurring on the trajectories of the autoregressive parameters during ramp 
contractions of firyu et a1 (95). 

As suggested in the previous section on spectral analysis, a direct method of 

computing centroid fiequency using a least squares approach may be possible and 

informative. Because centroid ftequency is in units of fkequency it is possible that 

centroid fiequency models the signal as being a single sinusoid. A second order minimum 

model order required to reproduce a real sinusoid (77,90) so it is logical to use a second 

order AR model as the basis for estimating centroid fiequency. A second order 

autoregressive model is represented by the difference equation 4 where the coefficients a1 

and a2 are estimated using least squares. 

Equation 4 

This produces a 2-parameter power spectrum estimate. Given the second order 

autoregressive model of equation 4, the power spectrum of this signal is the squared 

magnitude of the expression shown in equation 5 (77). This is a rational polynomial 

estimate of the power spectrum instead of a collection of spectral bins as obtained by 

DFT. 

Equation 5 



roots shown by stars and their position within the unit circle. ~ n g l e  indicates the 
estimate of the mean frequency of the power spectrum. The power spectrum is 
computed by evaluating the polynomial along the unit circle fiom 0 to x. 

A schematic of a second order autoregressive model of real data with complex 
poles is shown in figure 7. If a narrow range of frequencies dominates the model then the 

poles will be close to the unit circle. By expressing the position of the pole in polar 

coordinates as arc length and angle. the angle is representative of the position of the peak 

of the narrow range of frequencies. The angle is an estimate of mean or centroid 

frequency. 

Quantification by Modeling 
Before considering other methods of quantifying electrornyograms. the process of 

quantification should be clarified. Defining the amplitude of the electrornyograrn sewes 

as an example of quantification. There is not a simple measure of the amplitude of an 
electromyograrn in the way that one would measure temperature. This is because the 

electromyogram is a waveform of zero mean that alternates at a few hundred cycles per 

second. In physiology we are not interested in the exact amplitude the electromyogram as 

fast as it changes. We are more interested in a measure of the excursion of the signal fiom 

the zero baseline over relatively long periods of time. We want something that is a 

measure of the outer envelope of the signal. This is often done using an amplitude 

demodulation technique. The common technique of rectifying and low pass filtering - or 

what has become inappropriately known as the moving average (68) - is an amplitude 

demodulation. A better term for this technique is rectified average. . The rectified average 

is surprisingly related in a linear manner to the amount of muscle force (37). Another. 

newer technique for obtaining a measure of the amplitude of the electromyograrn is the 

true root mean square. By definition this is the square root of the power of signal. The 

power of the signal is defined as the amount of energy per unit time that would be 
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dissipated by the signal if it were applied across a one-ohm resistor. The true root mean 

square is mathematically different fiom the rectified average because the signal is 

eIectronical1 y squared rather than rectified. These two examples illustrate that even the 

amplitude of an electromyogram, which seems so simple. is an abstract concept. 

Having obtained a quantity such as amplitude that describes the electromyogram 

it must be related back to the neuromuscular system that generated the signal. They are 

different things. This is an important distinction because the electromyogram is the 

interference pattern of the signals fiom a group motor units that are themselves 

interference patterns of their constituent muscle fibers. Depending on how much 

information is lost by all this interference, the electromyogram is a more or Iess biased 

representation of the system behind the signal. With only an electromyogram available. as 

is often the case in respiratory physiology, one must extrapolate back fiom the 

electromyograrn to judge what the muscle is doing. The electromyogram is related to 

muscle activity in a complex and poorly understood way 

Models of the electromyogram provide clue to design better parameters of 

quantification. One proposed by Shwedyk (148) assumed that the controlled parameter in 

the production of muscle force is the number of motor units n(f). The electromyograrn is 

modeled as a carrier signal that is amplitude modulated by the square root of the number 

of recruited motor units. The carrier is a stochastic process k(f) with statistical and 

spectral properties that are always the same. 

The properties of the stochastic carrier signal R@), and the constant of 

proportionality K. would presumably be found by measuring the electromyogram during 

a constant force contraction. Without knowing how accurate this square root relationship 

is. ir seems too good to be true. It is also well known that spectral properties of the 

electromyograrn do change; most notably during muscle fatigue. However. this model is 

valuable because it serves to illustrate to process of relating the electromyogram to the 

activity of the neuromuscular system. 

The most ambitious effort to relate the electromyogram to the neuromuscular 

system is to decompose the electromyogram into its constituent motor unit action 

potential trains. The method depends on the assumption that the action potentials fiom 

each motor unit are unique. The decomposition procedure operates by matching templates 

of motor unit action potentials to structures in the electromyogram. When a match is 
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found it is subtracted from the electromyogram. This is an iterative procedure as 

constituent motor unit action potentials trains are reconstructed fiom the raw 

eIectromyogram signal. 

While theoretically appealing, decomposition is challenging for several reasons. 

Firstly, decomposition requires prior accurate knowledge of the action potentials fiom 

each motor unit. In practice this information is not available so a search for similar action 

potential waveforms has to be carried out. This adds uncertainty because it assumes that 

the similar action potential waveforms all come fiom one motor unit. Secondly. 

decomposition requires that noise not obscure the features used distinguish between 

action potentials from different motor units. This is a dangerous assumption because 

electrornyograms are very small signals that typically have to be amplified several 

thousand times. The signal to noise ratio is low - often 100 or even less. Even in 

simulated situations. state of the art electromyogram decomposition is only about 80% 

accurate. Stashuk and Naphan (155) describe a new technique where, instead of shape. 

statistically significant parameters of the action potentials are compared. They still oxily 

got a classification rate of 83% versus 78% for conventional pattern matching. Thirdly. 

decomposition assumes that motor unit action potential shapes remain constant - ofien 

not the case. 

Decomposition is computationally complex (15, 36, 38, 40) and perfect 

decomposition would provide more information than needed most of the time. This is 

because a physiologist studying a system such as the respiratory system is most interested 

in summarized information such as the total amount of activity in a muscle. Therefore. 

the most useful methods of quantifying the electromyogram will  be computationally 

simple and produce parameters that are easy to interpret and believe. Accurate. simple 

indicators of muscle b c t i o n  are desirable. 

In looking for alternative parameter generation schemes, parameter generation 

should be clarified. Parameter generation can be described in one way as measuring a 
characteristic of the signal. For example, the electromyograrn signal x(t) can be described 

as having the quality of having a certain amount of power a'. In this expression we have 

assumed zero mean that is always the case when using amplifiers equipped with high pass 

filters. 



Parameter generation can however be interpreted in another more promising way. 

The electromyogram signal can be modeled as being a simpler signal with the same 

qualities as the original signal. For example. an electromyogram with a certain level of 

power can be modeled as a white noise signal w(r) with the same power. In this 
expression the model of the electromyogram is expressed as P(t) to show that it is a 

model of the original signal. 

This reduces the very complex e l e c t r o m y o ~  signal to one parameter and one 

signal that we understand well. The white noise signal up) that has been used to model 

the electrornyogram is called a basis h c t i o n  (26). Although this particular model is an 

over simplification, it is easy to see that other more appropriate basis functions could be 

used in the same way. These other basis h c t i o n s  would be matched to the 

electrornyogram signal in the same way that the white noise basis function was matched. 

The model by Shwedyk et a1 (148) is an extension of this simple white noise model. 

Instead of a white noise carrier w(t), they use a band limited carrier signal h(t), which 

means a white noise signal that is filtered. They also modeled the amplitude as being 

proportional to the square root of the number of motor units activated. Obviously neither 

of the models are appealing because they depend upon amplitude but they serve to 

illustrate the modeling process. 

The modeling approach to describe the electromyogram signal is powerful 

because the model is justified by the choice of appropriate basis functions. If good basis 

functions are chosen then the parameters of the model will be easy to interpret 

physiologically. However, because amplitude has proven to be an unreliable index for 

quantiQing electromyograms, parameters other than amplitude need to be considered. For 

example, the Schedyk model has two groups of parameters; one group is the amplitude 

K Jn(t )  and the other group is the characteristics of the carrier signal Ar(l). An approach 

to quantifying the electromyogram, is to ignore the amplitude parameters and concentrate 

on the characteristics of the carrier signal h(0. Suppose there are two parameters Pl(t) 
and PZ(t) that determine the characteristics of h(9. To interpret these parameters 

physiologically, a mapping function is needed that establishes a relationship between the 

parameters and the physiological process of interest - in this case level of activation of the 

muscle. The mapping h c t i o n  F[] relates these two parameters Pl(t) and P2@ to the 

Ievel of activation of the muscle. 



The problem of defining the new parameters is now divided into two smaller 

tasks. The first task is the choice of basis fhctions and the second task is the 

establishment of the function F/j which is the relationship between the computed 

parameters and the level of activation of the muscle. The next electromyogram 

quantification method, turns counting analysis, is based on this modeling approach. The 

basis function for turns counting is a pulse train representing the action potentials from a 
motor unit. 

Turns Counting Analysis 

Turns counting anaiysis originated fiom a clinical electromyography setting 

where individual action potentials are analyzed for shape and timing. Willison (166) 

developed turns analysis in 1963 recognizing the need to do quantitative electromyogram 

analysis at higher levels of muscle activation when motor unit action potentials overlap. 

Turns analysis is a line analysis technique where the raw signal is searched for changes in 

direction of the signal that exceed a certain threshold value (30,56,58,166). Turns analysis 

models the electromyogram as a series of pulses. Willison argued that tums analysis is 

superior to other line analysis techniques such as counting zero crossings (59). Ideally. 

the two techniques should yield similar results but shifis in the baseline cause zero 

crossings to be missed while turns counting is not affected. 

Willison used an ingenious mechanical device to perform turns analysis. 

Electromyograms were recorded photographically then manually analyzed with the 

mechanical device. The device consisted of a movable ruler placed over the photographic 

record. The ruler moved vertically to follow the excursions of the electromyograrn trace 

as the film moved horizontally under the ruler. A pair of rotary ratchet counters attached 

to the ruler to counted vertical excursions of the ruler. One counter counted upward 

deflections and the other counted downward deflections. An additional counter recorded 

the number of changes in direction. There was an intentional amount of backlash in the 

system so that deflections less than a threshold of 100 microvolts were ignored. 

Application of turns analysis for diagnosis of muscle disease was investigated by 

Rose and Willison (141). They had patients maintain standard sized loads with 4 muscles: 

2 kg with the biceps. triceps, and tibialis anterior muscles, and 5 kg with the vastus 

Iateralis muscle. These corresponded to contractions of 5 to 15% of maximal. For all 

muscles in healthy individuals, turns counts ranged fiom 150 to 550 turns per second, 

averaging 275 with a standard deviation of 60. They noted that there was high variance 
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within subjects so fiom each subject they recorded from 16 sites and averaged. Patients 
with muscle disease had higher turns counts ranging fiom 300 to 1500 per second. 

Elevated tums counts in muscle disease patients were caused by either a higher 

prevalence of polyphasic action potentials or a greater portion of the weak muscles being 

activated to maintain the standard sized loads. They did not deduce much fiom the 

average amplitude per turn. 

Several investigators have noted saturation in turns count at forces beyond about 

50% of maximum (63,87,130). In 1975 Fuglsang-Frederiksen (56) found that turns 

counts were much more consistent between patients when expressed as a function of 

percent of maximal activation. Figure 8 shows the trajectories of both tums and mean 

amplitude per tum of the biceps muscles of five patients as a function of normalized 

force. Turns begin to show saturation effects and plateau at around 50% maximum 

activation but mean amplitude per turn shows an almost linear relationship. Later in 1980 

Garcia et a1 (63) produced similar curves using bipolar needle electrodes. Recently Junge 

1993 (87) also found similar relationships for tums and mean amplitude for masseter 

activity but in this case the turns did not saturate as dramatically as in the case of 

Fuglsang-Frederiksen (56). Junge used surface electrodes that are larger so this may 

account for the difference. 
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Figure 8: Turns per 5 seconds (left) and mean amplitude per turn (right) as a fbnction 
of percentage of maximum force. Eiectromyograrns of top graphs were recorded 
from the brachial biceps muscles and electromyograrns of bottom graphs were 
recorded from the brachialradialis muscles. Data was recorded from five subjects and 
averages are shown with dashed lines.. Data from Fuglsand-Frederiksen and 
Mansson (56). 

Because turns count is a function of force Fuglsang-Frederiksen (56) 

recommended obtaining turns counts only at constant normalized muscle forces. They 

recommended 30 per cent of maximum because this is just before turns starts to saturate. 

The disadvantage is that this requires equipment to measure muscle force whenever turns 

count data is recorded. However, in 1976 they came up with a more practical approach. 

They noted that both the turns and mean amplitude per turn with normalized force were 

linear in the range of 10 to 30 per cent (57). Therefore, they proposed using the ratio of 

turns to mean amplitude as an index of muscle disease. This ratio should be constant of 

this force range. This eliminated the need to measure muscle forces as long as force is 

limited to the range of 10 to 30 per cent maximum. Stalberg et a1 (154) took a similar 

approach and defined a range on a graph of turns versus mean turn amplitude. Points 

above this range indicated muscle disease that corresponds to abnormally high turns 

count. Points below this range correspond to neural disease that corresponds to 

abnormally low turns count 
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In 1982 Cenkovich et a1 (29) established a sophisticated relationship between 

amplitude and turns for all force levels. They fitted a rotated hyperbola to the logarithms 

of tums and total turn amplitude. The y-intercept of this relationship was an index to rate 

muscle disease. They called this index the "S-index". Some of the parameters of the 

relationship were empirically derived and probably were of function of  some subtle 

characteristics of the detection scheme they were using. As a result when Fuglsang- 

Frederiksen (60) tried to repeat the relationship they found that the S-index varied 

depending on which force levels were used. However, the work of Cenkovich 

demonstrates that meaningful relationships between turns, amplitude and muscle 

activation can be established. By establishing such a relationship it may be possible to 

correct for artificial changes in amplitude that occur with changes in muscle length. 

Tums counting analysis models the electromyogram as a train of biphasic action 

potentials of a size that is proportional to the level of muscle activation. The relationship 

or mapping between turns, amplitude and muscle activation is a h c t i o n  of the detection 

system used. Fine wire electrodes are larger then needle electrodes so the relationship will 

likely be more like that of Junge (87) where saturation of tums was less of a factor. A 

relationship has to be empirical1 y determined from the data. 

That action potentials of the motor units recruited at high levels of muscle 

activation are larger than those of motor units recruited earlier raises an interesting point. 

This means the action potentials of the latest and largest motor units dominate the 

electromyogram signal. This is significant because it may explain why the amplitude of 

the electromyogram is so very linear with force. One would expect that the amplitude 

would plateau or saturate with progressive interference. But with only the latest and 

larger action potentials dominating the electromyogram a linear relationship is possible 

because the amplitude is mostly a function of the size of the biggest motor units. 

Parameter Variance 
An important aspect in the development of new parameters is the consistency of 

estimates in the parameters. Variance in estimates of parameters influences the number of 

test subjects required in a study where the parameters are used to quantify the test 

subjects. A method to estimate the number of test subjects required to establish a 

difference between two means is provided in section 8.5 of Walpole and Myers (162). 
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The number of test subjects that can practically be obtained for the Qpe 

physiology experiments in this project is ofren as low as 4. If  the significance of the test 

(a) is assumed to be 0.05 and the power of the test (I-P)  is assumed to be 0.95. then both 

2-values are 1.645. By substituting these values into the sample size calculation. the 

minimum ratio of detectable difference to standard deviation can be obtained. 

4 
2 
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Therefore? the ratio of standard deviation to the minimum detectable difference of 

a parameter must be less than 0.61 if 4 test subjects are used. This sets a lower limit on 

the sensitivity of a certain parameter with a given number of test subjects. 

Sensitivity and Interference 

In practice electromyograms are never recorded with perfect fidelity. Interference 

ranging from direct electrical interference to insidious electrode related effects all act to 

corrupt the electrornyogram. This section describes some common interfering effects. The 

impact of these interfering effects on the performance and stability of the different 

parameters is of interest. 

Bipolar Filtering Effect: Detection 
The optimal type of detection electrode for electromyography is a trade off 

between desired fidelity and practical considerations. Ideally one would like to measure 

changes in the potential of the extracellular space of muscle relative some perfect 

reference. This would be the ideal monopolar electrode. In practice such a reference is not 

available and it is difficult to measure small potential differences across large distances 

because the small potentials are overwhelmed by ambient electrical interference. 

Therefore the first practical concession is to use differential or bipolar electrodes. This 

means that electrical potential of one part of the muxle is measured relative to another 

part of the muscle that is nearby. The resulting signal is a subtraction of two fluctuating 

fields. 

The bipolar electrode customarily used for animal work is a pair of fine wires 

sewn into the muscle a few millimeters apart. The wires are oriented on a line parallel to 
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the muscle fibers. The problem with this approach is that changes in muscle length will 

change the distance between the electrodes. Palacios (128) and Wee (163) demonstrated 

that the morphology of detected action potentials changes as a function of inter electrode 

distance. A change in the inter-electrode distance changes the filtering properties of the 

electrode configuration in process aptly named the bipolar filtering effect (1 14, 128, 163)- 

The true impact and significance of this phenomenon is debatable but not known. A 

recent effort to show that the bipolar filtering effect is significant was done by the 

Grassin0 group (149). They measured EMG fiom a catheter that had three rings spaced 

10 mm apart. The EMG was recorded from one pair of rings spaced 10 mm apart and 
from the outside pair of rings spaced 20 mm apart. The power spectra of the 

electrornyograms were compared. They found that the electrode pair with the 10 mm 
spacing had a higher centroid frequency of 248 Hz vs. 180 Hz for the electrode pair with 

the 20 rnm spacing. These results are shown in figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Dependence of electromyogram frequency content on inter electrode 
spacing. Data taken fiom Sinderby et a1 (1  49). 

The bipolar filtering effect alone is just one phenomenon of the many that 

influence the electromyograrn. This effect is better understood than most others. 

However. the bipolar filter effect poses a unique problem when electrodes are free to 

move as in the case of fine wire electrodes. In this case, changes in muscle length cause 

changes in electrode separation. The filtering properties become a function of muscle 

length in a very non-physiological way. One solution is to use bipolar electrodes with a 

fixed electrode separation. As a research project the fixed electrode is a good idea but fine 
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wire electrodes are easier to implant so a large amount of data has been and will continue 

to be recorded using these electrodes. Therefore, we need to know how much small 

change in the inter-electrode distance actually affects the electromyogram. 

LOW Pass Filter of Electrode Due to Size 
There is a certain amount of summation occurring within the area spanned by an 

electrode because the electrode is a conductor. Therefore, there is an interference effect 

within this area. Held and Bouissou (81) derived the frequency response for a single 

circular electrode of variable diameter. The filter response is low pass with multiple dips. 

As the diameter increases the cutoff frequency goes down. Therefore, power spectra 

measured with larger electrodes are confined to lower fiequencies. This effect is entirely 

separate from the bipolar electrode effect. They demonstrated this using two sets of 

surface electrodes spaced I0 rnm apart on the vastus lateralus muscle. The electrodes 

were 10 mm and 2 mm in diameter and the detected centroid frequencies where 61 Hz 
and 68 Hz respectively. The smaller electrodes detected higher frequencies. The low pass 

filtering effect will probably remove some of the distinguishing features from action 

potentials. Parameters that depend on these distinguishing features may be adversely 

affected. For example some fast turns may be obliterated with low pass filtering that will 

reduce turns counts. 

Interfering Signals 
Interference fiom extraneous sources plagues electromyography as it does any 

other form of small signal measurement. Two common types of interference are baseline 

noise and sinusoidal interference. The first type is baseline interference that comes from 

standard thermal noise that exists in all electronics components. Thermal noise has a 

gaussian distribution so the power of the noise is its variance (124). The fiequency range 
of gaussian noise is flat so it adds to all frequencies of the signal. The second common 

Qrpe of interference is sinusoidal interference. This is commonly the 60 Hz power line 

interference that comes fiom equipment power cables. Sometimes within equipment the 

power supply is not designed properly and a 120 Hz ripple is superimposed on the power 

supply lines going to the electronic components. The 120 Hz ripple comes fiom the 

rectification of the 60 Hz line voltage. In our own laboratory, interference from 

ultrasound equipment adds a 1500 Hz ripple to detected electromyograms, which is 

examined in a previous publication (134). Sinusoidal interference appears as a spike in 

power spectra of electromyograms. Some parameters may be more sensitive to 

interference than others. 
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Low Frequency Interference 
Electrode polarization and movement artifacts are the slowest source of 

interference. Their influence makes the baseline of an electrornyogram fluctuate. The 

above-mentioned use of AC amplifiers does reduce this interference effect partially but a 

substantial low frequency component often remains. These can be reduced fiuther with 

digital filtering techniques but very large digital filters are required. For example if the 

data is sampled at a rate of 3 kHz then a finite impulse response high pass digital filter 
has to span 300 data points to span a time period of 100ms. As a result, low frequency 

interference is ofien still present. This will adversely affect some computed parameters 
such as counts of zero crossing that assume that the baseline to be a stabie threshold. 

Change of Posture 

Change of posture from supine to upright elicits a substantial change in the 

mechanical characteristics of the respiratory system. The biggest change in mechanical 

impedance is due to the abdominal contents which are quite fluid and exert hydrostatic 
pressure on the walls of the abdomen. In the supine posture the abdominal contents 

stretch the diaphragm into the chest cavity that is an expiratory force. In the upright 

posture. the abdominal contents naturaliy flow out of the chest cavity, which is an 

inspiratory force. As a result, the diaphragm naturally settles to a shorter length in the 

upright posture. putting it at a relative disadvantage on its force length relationship 

relative to the supine posture. Therefore, with all other things being equal, greater 
inspiratory activity is required to shorten the diaphragm the same amount in the upright 

than in the supine posture. 

A change of posture elicits a well-coordinated response by the respiratory system 

to maintain ventilation. In normal humans ventilation increases slightly (7). The 
expiratory muscles of the abdomen exert both tonic and phasic expiratory forces that 

compensate for the geometrical change (39, 40, 50, 51, 52). Tonic activity of the 

abdominal muscles squeezes the abdominal contents inwards and upwards into the chest 

cavity. This stretches the diaphragm and puts it on a more advantageous position on its 

force length relationship. The diaphragm however, is still about 10% shorter than it is in 

the supine posture (52). Phasic expiratory activity of the abdomen and triangularis sterni 

muscles also facilitates ventilation. Farkas and DeTroyer estimate that the contribution to 

of the expiratory muscles to inspiration is 60% (50) of which they estimate 87% is due to 

the abdominal muscles (51). Fitting et al (52) also concluded that the primary 

compensation of the respiratory system when moved to the upright was due to the 
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abdominal muscles. DeTroyer (39) also noted that the electromyogram of the lower 

abdomen was at a higher level than that of the upper abdomen indicating a graded tonic 

response to the hydrostatic pressure of the abdominal contents. He also noted that 

vagotomy removed most activity of the external oblique muscles (39) and transversus 

abdominus muscle (50). 

There also seems to be evidence that there is compensation of the diaphragm with 

change to the upright posture. Three studies show an increase in diaphragm EMG in the 

upright posture; Druz et a1 (46) in awake humans, Newman et al (125) in anesthetized 

dogs. and van Lunteren et al(160) in anesthetized cats. Kelson et al(91) subjected supine 

anesthetized dogs to positive pressure breathing which increases lung volume shortening. 

diaphragm. which has the same effect as moving to an upright posture. They observed an 

increase in diaphragm activity- Green et al (70) also noted an increase in diaphragm 

activity in humans whenever the diaphragm was at a shorter length. They felt that this 

increase in activity was a length-compensating reflex. No mechanism or transducer for 

such a reflex were offered. 

There are technical concerns with the electromyographic evidence of length 

compensation of the diaphragm. With some electrodes, the amplitude of the 

electromyogram changes substantially with the length of the muscle (6 1 . 62, 69. 92). An 

eIegant study by Brancatisano et a1 (20) showed how artificial changes in 

electromyogram amplitude may be interpreted to be physiological. Studying integrated 

electromyograms in anaesthetized canines, they observed that the electromyogram of the 

costal diaphragm changed with posture. On going from the left lateral decubitus to the 

right lateral decubitus position, the left costal diaphragm electromyogram doubled in 

amplitude. An analogous change of electromyogram amplitude occurred for the right 

costal electromyogram. However what appeared to be some sort of length compensating 

reflex persisted even after cutting both vagus nerves, cutting the spinal cord between the 

neck and thorax (C7-TI), and a dorsal rhizotomy of the C5-C7 roots to block any phrenic 

afferents. These manipulations eliminated all possible afferent pathways through which 

such a reflex could be mediated. The cause of the amplitude change in the 

electromyograms had to be artificial and is probably due to change of electrical contact. 

Changes of posture change the length of the diaphragm muscle because of the hydrostatic 

pressure of the abdominal contents. This change in muscle length probably changes the 

amount of electrical contact between the electrode and muscle tissue, changing the 

amplitude of the detected electromyogram. 
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While evidence describing recruitment of  the abdominal muscles in the upright 
posture is large and convincing. evidence indicating similar compensation by the 
diaphragm is not credible. The possibility that the amplitude of the diagram 
electromyogram increased artificially due to shorter muscle length means that current 
evidence of a length compensating reflex cannot be accepted. Therefore, the question as 
to the existence of a length compensating reflex of the diaphragm remains. 



Experimental Methods 

Both computer simulation and laboratory experimentation were conducted in this 

work. Because computer experimentation was used in the fust projects it is described first 
followed by description of laboratory experimentation. 

General Implementation of Software 

With the exception of data acquisition sofbvare and spreadsheet software, all of 

the software used for this project is written specifically for this project. This includes all 

s o h a r e  for simulation, data file management, signal identification, signal processing, 

and signal parameter generation. Parts of this package were used previously (132) but 

were extended for this project. Custom soforare is used because the unique signal 

processing and data management requirements of this project cannot be met by 

commercial software. Furthermore, it is imperative that the software be easy to modify 

and extend when necessary. Use of proprietary commercial software prohibits such 
flexibility. 

The custom software package is a collection of generalized programs that run on 

Intel 80386 and higher computers running the Windows 32 operating system: Windows 

95 or Windows NT. The programs are written in C and C*. The package contains a set 

of programs that perform a range of signal processing functions. Several of the signal 

generation and processing functions are numericaIIy intense so these programs ordinarily 

run in a batch mode. Command line arguments or text files of command information 

control these programs so they can be invoked from DOS batch files. An analysis batch 

file typically consists of a series of calls to various different programs with command line 

arguments that specify data file names, channels and a variety of processing parameters. 

The signal processing performed by the package can be divided into two general 

areas. This first area consists of operations performed directly on the entire raw data file 

such as filtering to remove interference and derivation of signal parameters such as power 

and mean frequency (134). The second area of analysis consists of operations such as 

event recognition. This is really the analysis phase. For example, periods of inspiration 

are identified as being wherever the inspiratory airflow is above a certain threshold. 

Periods of inspiration can be detected using this definition and analysis can be restricted 

to those identified data regions. Data from this phase is typically exported to a 

spreadsheet for final analysis. 
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All signal processing performed by the package is divided into several stages. 

This is a fortunate consequence of different programs of the package performing different 

functions which means that intermediate data is stored in intermediate data files. This 

provides the opportunity to check processing results at several stages. The signal 

generation, processing. and analysis of this project are quite sophisticated so verification 

is essential. The simplest and probably most reliable way to check data is visually. This is 

either by viewing the data directly or by viewing some other representation such as a 

power spectrum. Therefore, a graphical display program was implemented. This program 

displays any intermediate or final data file including both raw data and derived 

parameters. This p r o m  uses exactly the same file handling subroutines that are used by 

the analysis programs. This ensures that what is seen visually is also what is '%een" 

numerically. This display program also shows events within the data that have been 

tagged by the event recognition programs so timing can be verified visually. 

This software package operates on data files acquired using the data acquisition 

software package called Data Sponge. Therefore, the Data Sponge file format is used. 

This format consists of IZbit binary data files and matching ASCII text calibration files 

that are used to translate the binary data into physical values. In addition to reading this 

data format: intermediate data generated by the package is also stored in this format. 

However, another file format using four byte floating-point numbers is also part of the 

package. This new data type is used to represent derived parameters with more accuracy. 

Data ready for the fmal stage of analysis is stored in a format that is compatible with the 

spreadsheet called comma-separated value. 

Analysis Software 

Signal Processing 
Signal processing consists of signal conditioning including operations like 

fi 1 tering, rectification, scaling and parameter generation such as extraction of parameters 

like centroid frequency, and power. Generally signal conditioning produces an output 

signal that is similar to the input signal in sample rate, calibrated units, and often even in 

appearance. However pararneter generation distills a substantial segment of the input 

signal into some number or small collection of numbers that represent some quality of the 

input signal. Therefore, the output signal after parameter generation is at a dramatically 

lower sample rate, in different calibrated units, and often has a completely different 

appearance. 
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Digital Filtering 
Several types of frequency selective. finite impulse response. digital filters ( 1 27. 

137) were designed and implemented in a program called DSFIR. Each filter was 

synthesized taking the inverse Fourier transform of the desired frequency response and 
multiplying with a Kaiser window function that was adjusted until a good filter was 

found. Filters range in length from 75 to 301 elements long. The location of cutoff 

frequencies and notch frequencies is entered as a fraction of half the sample rate. A 

graphica! display of the filter functions is built into DSFIR so that all filters can be 

immediately inspected before use. Usually, similar filtering is required in most 

experiments so a standard set of filters was settled upon. This set includes a 10 Hz low 

pass filter to remove noise from the sonomicrometer signals and a 25 Hz high-pass filter 

\kith a variable number of notches to filter electrornyograms to remove movement artifact 

and sonomicrometer interference. Sonomicrometer signals are inspected graphically to 

ensure filtering is successful. Inspecting power spectra checks electromyogram filtering. 

Cardiac Interference 
Cardiac artifact is a common problem with respiratory muscle electromyograms 

because respiratory muscles are thin and close to the heart. We have experimented with 

various cardiac artifact subtraction methods (14,18) but were never convinced that after 

subtraction a meaninghl signal remained. Therefore we have used avoidance. Data points 

within a certain distance of the electrocardiogram QRS are omitted from analysis- 

Usually a margin of 50 to 100 msec is sufficient. 

Spectral Analysis 
Two types of spectral estimation were used: Fourier analysis and autoregressive 

analysis. Fourier analysis was done using a standard fast Fourier transform algorithm 

(FFT) and using a custom written DFT subroutine. The standard FFT was used for most 

spectrum estimation and the custom DFT was used in cases where data lengths other than 

radix 2 were desired. A variety of standard data windows were available including 

rectangular, hamming, blackman, and kaiser (127). Accurate spectral estimates were 

obtained by averaging individual estimates. 

Autoregressive power spectnun estimates were obtained with the Berg Algorithm 

or Maximum Entropy Method (77) using a subroutine from a commercially available 

package (140). This subroutine computed the coefficients of the autoregressive process 

analyzer shown. These coefficients form denominator polynomial of the rational 

polynomial that is the autoregressive power spectrum estimate of the signal. 
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Spectral Parameters 
Spectral parameters were computed fiom both Fourier and autoregressive 

spectrum estimates. Spectral parameters from Fourier estimates were computed by 

weighting and summing spectral bins depending on the parameter. Mean frequency was 

computed fiom second order autoregressive estimates using the pole extrapolation 
method shown in figure 7. 

Turns Counting Analysis 
Turns counting analysis was implemented as a digital filter that operated on 

segments of data of specified length. A code hgment  showing the turns counting 

analysis algorithm is presented in Appendix A. 

Signal Parameter Implementation 
Signal parameters such as the above mentioned spectral parameters, moving 

average. and turns count are all implemented as digital filters as part of the DSFIR 
program. Parameters are stored in data files that parallel the original raw data files. These 

parameter data files are generated by processing a segment of data and producing a single 

parameter so they are typically stored at a much lower frequency such at 20 Hz versus 

3000 Hz. These lower fiequency files containing the parameter information are correlated 
with respiratory events. 

Event Identification and Event Driven Analysis 
Physiological analysis begins with the event recognition module DSMARK and 

the event driven analysis program DSEDA. The signal processing program DSFIR treats 

the data file as a single entity but it is the module DSMARK and the program DSEDA 

that recognize and analyze the data as a series of breaths. DSMARK is implemented as a 
sub-module of the DSVIEW program. 

The event recognition module, DSMARK, operates on a data signal by noting 

points in time when the signal crosses a threshold value. The marking of events is subject 

to variable criteria such as triggering on only positive or negative gradients. It can also 

mark regions where the signal is above or below the threshold. A hysteresis scheme has 

been implemented in DSMARK to prevent multiple event marking in the presence of 

noise. This program has been used in several ways such as identifying inspiration and 

expiration fiom airflow and mouth pressure to identify the timing of cardiac complexes 

fiom the electrocardiogram sign& 

These events, each of which is called a "mark", are stored in a text file called a 
"mark file" that is used by subsequent programs. In addition to DSEDA, which uses the 
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mark file to indicate target points for analysis, DSVIEW also reads and displays the 

contents of the mark file. This way the event recognition process can be checked with the 

original data and the mark file can be edited or rebuilt by DSMARK with different 

parameters as necessary. The DSEDA program operates by sequentially positioning itself 

at the location of each event within the data files. At each event a list of operations is 

performed on the data at that point. For example, a cross section of values such as 

airflow, muscle length, moving averaged EMG and time fiom the beginning of 

inspiration could be recorded. Thus an effective instantaneous cross section or "snapshot" 

of the signals is recorded. These data snapshots are exported to the spreadsheet for 
interactive regression analysis. 

The DSMARK module is also used for cardiac artifact rejection. DSMARK is 

used to identify cardiac complexes to produce a cardiac mark file. This cardiac mark file 
is then used by DSEDA that avoids analysis of data in the temporal vicinity of cardiac 

depolarizations. The time margin around each depolarization is adjustable. 

Laboratory Experimentation 

Surgical Implants 
Experimental data is collected fiom dogs that have been chronically implanted 

with fine wire bipolar EMG electrodes and sonomicrometer crystals to measure muscle 
length change (89,125). These transducers are implanted in three inspiratory muscles, left 

costal and crural diaphragm. left parastemal intercostal and one expiratory muscle, left 

transversus abdorninus. The three muscles bordering the abdomen are implanted on their 

abdominal side via midline laparotomy. The parastemal crystals are implanted by 

exposing the muscle on the outside of the thorax. In some cases, crystals of the costal 
diaphragm are implanted using sternotomy . 

The fine wire EMG electrodes and sonomicrometer crystals have been combined 

into a single package that was designed previously (134). It is a combination of the two 

types of implants consisting of a sonomicrometer crystal with an additional fine wire that 

extends laterally from the crystal about 5 to 10 mm. A pair of these combined electrodes 

can be used to precisely measure electrode separation while simultaneously recording 

EMG. Usually, three of these transducers are placed in a row along the longitudinal axis 

of the muscle about 10 rnrn apart. The sonomicrometer is activated using standard 

sonomicrometry equipment. Electromyogram is obtained by measuring the electrical 

potential between the electrodes of two of the combined transducers. Standard AC 
amplifiers with total gain of about 80 to 100 decibels and frequency range of 25 to 



700 Hz are used. A disadvantage of this electrode scheme is that 

distance changes with muscle length. 
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the inter-eiectrode 

Detection of Electromyogram with Fixed Spacing Electrode 
The crystal ball electrode was designed to address the problem of separately 

implanted fine wire EMG electrodes. The crystal ball combines the electrodes into a 

single rigid package. This keeps electrode separation constant and eliminates the variation 

in electrode separation when wire electrodes are implanted separately. 

A schematic of the crystal ball electrode is shown in figure 10. The crystal ball is 

a drop of epoxy about 3 mrn in diameter- There are three electrodes spaced evenly around 

the equator of the bail so the spacing between each of the three possible electrode pairs is 

just under 3 mm. The electrodes are the cut ends of 24 AWG gauge wire. 0-41 rnm in 

diameter that has a cross sectional area of 0.13 mm'. The electrodes are soldered onto fine 

lead wires that are twisted together in the center of the epoxy ball. The lead wires exit out 

of the top of the ball. The crystal ball EMG transducer is implanted in a pocket formed 

between muscle fibers. A purse string suture that closes around the lead wires secures the 
bal I. 

There are three electrodes on the crystal ball EMG transducer because the one 
extra wire provides two additional EMG signals. Each electrode pair has a different 

orientation relative to the electric fields within the muscle. Therefore. the shape of an 
action potentid fiom a motor unit is unique for each electrode pair. This necessitated the 

development of a specid amplifier to simultaneously measure the three potential 

differences at one time. This amplifier is described in the next section. 

Figure 10: Crystal ball triple electrode EMG transducer. The three electrodes are 
spaced evenly around the equator of the ball. This a bottom view and side view and 
the diameter of the ball is about 3 mm. 

The triple differential amplifier is a combination of three single channel 

differential amplifiers with high gain and high input impedance together in one unit. Each 

amplifier measures the electrical potential between a different pair of the three electrodes 

fiom the crystal ball transducer. Figure 1 1 is a block diagram of one of the three amplifier 
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sections. The philosophy of this amplifier design was to do as little as possible to reliably 

get the electromyogram signal into the computer. Therefore the filters are at fixed 

frequencies with the assumption that digital filter techniques will be used for precise 

signal conditioning- There are two filter stages- The first filter stage contains 2-pole 

signal conditioning filters. There is a high pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz and 

a low pass filter with a cutoff fiequency of 720 Hz. The variable gain can be adjusted 

from 1.000 to 100,000 times in 12 steps. This range of gains is intended specifically for 
electrornyographic signals that usually are gained at around 20,000 times. The second 

filter stage is a 7-pole elliptic filter with a cutoff fiequency of 1000 Hz and a stop band 

attenuation of 76 d B  that begins at 1400 Hz. This filter is for anti-aliasing and specifically 

removing sonomicrometer interference that starts at 1500 Hz. With this filter. digital 

notch filtering is not required. 

Data Acquisition 

0 

Data acquisition of all signals to computer is by commercial software and a single 

board 12 bit analog to digital conversion system. Muscle length, measured by 

sonomicrometry. and other slow moving signals such as inspiratory airflow. mouth 

pressure, end tidal C02,  and oxygen saturation are sampled at a rate of 100 Hz. 
Data acquisition of EMG signals was originally done at a sample rate of 4000 Hz. 

However, it became apparent that it would be better to sample at a rate of 3000 Hz. The 

sonomicrometer introduces noise spikes into the EMG power spectra that are multiples of 

approximately 1500 Hz (134). This is the "pinger" frequency that is the frequency of 

activation of the ultrasound sonomicrometer crystals. The fundamental and first 

harmonics of this noise interference are 1500, 3000 and 4500 H z .  When sampling at 

4000 M these spikes appear at 1 500. 1000 and 500 Hz in the power spectra due to 

aliasing. By sampling at 3000 Hz however, these spikes only occur at 1500 and 0 Hz 
which are not frequencies of interest in EMG work. Thus by strategic use of sampling 

Figure 1 I : Block diagram of single amplifier section of triple differential amplifier. 

+=+, 

both data storage space and the digital signal processing are dramatically reduced. 



Results 

Overview 

Results are divided into four component projects. In the first project we studied a 

device that is commonly used for amplitude demodulation of respiratory muscle EMG- 
This device contains a rectifier and a low pass filter called a modified third order Paynter 

filter. We characterized this filter and found that it has good transient characteristics that 

suit its task as an EMG demodulator but it has poor high frequency attenuation that 

passes interfering, higher frequency, components to the output waveform. Therefore, we 

designed and constructed a new filter with transient characteristics that are comparable to 

those of the modified Paynter filter but with superior high frequency attenuation. This 

new filter is a modified seventh order Bessel filter. We also identified a simple technique 

to convert any existing modified Paynter filter back into an original Paynter filter. The 

original Paynter filter has a wider pass band but superior stop band attenuation compared 

to the modified Paynter filter. This project is published (133) and several of these devices 

are currently in use. 

In the second project we present a new method for computing the mean or 

centroid frequency of a signal is introduced. This method is based on computing a second 

order autoregressive model of the signal (AR2). This has applications in 

electromyography and particularly in the study of muscle fatigue. The performance of 

computed mean frequency using AR2 is compared to the more traditional computation of 
mean frequency using the discrete Fourier transform OFT). Of particular interest was the 

variance in these two estimation methods. Computer simulation was used to synthesize 

spectral1 y rich, EMG-like signals with defined spectral characteristics. By specifjing 

spectral characteristics, theoretical values of mean fiequency were known. At high signal 

frequencies, the estimation error of AR2 was similar to that using the DFT. In contrast, at 

lower fiequencies matching the range of normal EMG, the estimation error using AR2 
was appreciably less. Non-stationarity increased error for both methods of estimation but 

did not introduce bias. Based on this simulation, the AR2 method of  calculating mean 

frequency may be preferred since the robust character of the DFT is matched but variance 

is decreased in the usual fiequency range of EMG. This project is currently under review 

for journal publication. 

In the third project we apply a method of quantifying electromyograms called 

"turns rate" to respiratory muscle electromyograms. Turns rate proves superior in terms 
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of cardiac and movement effect artifact immunity, and is oblivious to bipolar filter 

effects. but shows a saturating effect at the highest levels of muscle activation. We 

propose using turns analysis in tandem with the conventional moving average. 

In the fourth project we address the uncertainties regarding the bipolar filter 

effect. Respiratory muscle electromyograms are commonly obtained using practical. 

robust. fine wire electrodes. The validity of these measurements has been challenged 

because the electrodes move with change in muscle length. We studied electromyograms 

during postural change that decreases diaphragm length significandy. We found no 

change in EMG amplitude and small but insignificant shift of the power spectrum with 

large length change. We conclude that the bipolar filter effect has a small but unimportant 
contribution to the EMG signal during normal physiological measurements. 
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Project 1: A modified Bessel filter for amplitude demodulation of 
respiratory electromyograms. 

Introduction 
In many physiological investigations, the electromyogram (EMG) is recorded as a 

complex signal but only the total electrical activity, ideally reflecting global activity in a 

pool of motor neurons of the muscle, is of interest. In these cases, it is common to process 

the raw EMG signal with a device called a moving averager. This device produces an 

output signal that tracks a scaled version of the envelope of the raw EMG signal. This 

process is called amplitude demodulation. This processing technique is desirable because, 

when digitized, the slow output waveform requires much less storage space than the 

original raw signal. More importantly. the output waveform is readily interpretable as a 

continuous indication of the total electrical activity of the muscle. A moving averager is 

commonly constructed around a filter called a modified Paynter filter. We studied the 

properties of this filter and found that it has poor high frequency attenuation. This permits 

higher frequency signal components to pass through to the output demodulated waveform 

as interfering noise. Therefore we designed and constructed a new filter to replace the 

modified Paynter filter. and compared the performance of these filters. 

The apparatus for amplitude demodulation consists of two major parts. The first is 

a precision full wave rectifier which mathematically generates the absolute value of the 

raw signal. The second part is a low pass filter that smoothes the jagged edges of the 

rectified signal. This creates a new signal representing the envelope of the original raw 

signal. The choice of low pass filter for smoothing entails a mde  off between smoothing 

efficiency and sensitivity for genuine change in amplitude. The structure and 

implementation of the filter are not important but the transfer h c t i o n  that describes the 

dynamic behavior is vital. Such a filter can be implemented with either analog or digital 

circuitry. 

A filter that has now become a standard for EMG signal processing is ofien 

referred to as the Paynter filter but it is better described as a modified, third-order, linear- 

phase-shift filter (129), here referred to as the "modified Paynter filter. Use of this filter 

for EMG processing was proposed by Gottlieb and Agarwal(68) in 1970 and by Kreifeldt 

(98) in 197 1. This filter has now become a standard for EMG signal processing. 

The design of the modified Paynter filter is recorded in an applications manual 

that was published as a promotional aid for an electronic amplifier manufacturer (129). 

The modified Paynter filter is derived fiom a simpler filter called a third order delay line 
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filter. which we will call the "original" Paynter filter. The output over input voltage 

transfer function of a normalized original Paynter filter is shown in equation 6. The 

original Paynter filter is a low pass filter with a phase response that is approximately 

linear throughout the pass band which means that the time delay is approximately 

constant for d l  pass band frequencies. 

T(s) = - 1 
(1 + 2 RCs)(l + I 2  RCs + 1.6 R'c's' ) 

(6) 

The original Paynter filter of equation 6 was altered by placing a transmission 

zero pair at frequencies of plus and minus I/RC radians per second which results in the 

transfer function in equation 7 which describes the modified Paynter filter. 

Schematics of single amplifier implementations of the original and modified 

Paynter filter are shown in figures 12A and 12B respectively. Both transfer h c t i o n s  in 
equations 6 and 7 have a negative sign because they are implemented around a single 

inverting amplifier. However, when placed in a circuit another inverting amplifier that 

cancels the negative sign typically follows them. Therefore. a characterization of these 

transfer functions can omit the negative sign. Figure 13 shows a complete 

characterization of both Paynter transfer h c t i o n s  as well as o w  new, modified Bessel 

filter which is the subject of this report. 

In figure 13 we consider the responses of the modified and original Paynter filters. 

The magnitude responses are shown with a linear scale in figure 13A and a logarithmic 

scale in figure 13B. The phase delay fimction is shown in figure 13C. We calculated the 

delay fhction fiom the phase response as the phase divided by fiequency. The modified 

Paynter filter has a clear discontinuity in the magnitude and delay responses at the notch 

frequency of 1 /RC radians per second. The transmission zero pair has a large impact on 

the magnitude response. In the pass band, which is below the l/RC notch frequency, the 

modified filter has a faster roll off but in the stop band, there is an unfortunate rebound in 

transmission that peaks at about 1.5 times the notch fiequency. The magnitudes of the 

filters cross at about 1.4 times the notch fiequency beyond which the original Paynter 

filter has higher attenuation than the modified Paynter filter. The logarithmically scaled 

magnitude plot in figure 13B shows that the rate of attenuation of the original Paynter 

filter is 60 decibels per decade but the addition of the transmission zero pair reduces the 

rate of attenuation of the modified filter to just 20 decibels per decade. 
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The addition of the notch does not affect the phase or delay of the filter below the 

notch fiequency. Therefore, the modified and original Paynter filters have identical phase 

and delay responses in the pass band. Figure 13C shows that the delays of both filters are 

approximately constant but there is some ripple in the delay. This equiripple delay 

response of the Paynter filters contrasts with the delay response of the Bessel or 

Thompson filter that is maximally flat (1 S6,l5 8). 

The modified Paynter filter approximates an idealized moving window average 

filter which has an output that represents the average of a signal over some time period 

"T". The operation of such a filter is described by equation 8. In pursuit of a better and 

more selective filter than the first order low pass tilter, the perfect moving average filter 

was considered to be an idea1 solution (64,68). 

By constructing a modified Paynter filter with a notch frequency of l/T, a perfect 

moving average filter with a window of "T" seconds is approximated (129). The modified 

Paynter filter has been widely used because it approximates a moving average filter 

(68.98) which is why amplitude demodulators with modified Paynter filters are often 

called moving averagers. Real moving averagers typically have a selection of filter 

settings that correspond to a selection of different notch fiequencies. 

Filter Requirements 

While the filters in some amplitude demodulators do approximate a perfect 

moving average filter, is the perfect moving average filter a worthy ideal to model? What 

features are desirable in a demodulation filter? Obviously, a low pass filter should pass 

low frequencies and reject high freguencies, but to what degree should the rejected 

signals be attenuated? Afier rectification, a signal becomes harmonically rich because at 

every zero crossing in the original signal there is a high speed change of direction in the 

rectified signal. This means that the high frequency components that need to be removed 

are of similar amplitude to the low frequency components of the signal. Choosing the 

required amount of attenuation of these large amplitude, high fiequency components 

requires a judgment but if we assume that the filtered signal will be digitally sampled we 

can generate a practical number. To reduce an unwanted component to less than one least 

significant bit in amplitude on a 12 bit analog to digital conversion system, we require 

attenuation of 2" or 4096 times which is 72.2 decibels. Both the perfect moving average 

filter and its approximation, the modified Paynter filter, have an ultimate roll off that is 
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first order which is 20 decibels per decade. This means that 72.2 decibels of attenuation is 

achieved at about 4 decades above the edge frequency of the filter. The region beyond the 

l/T notch should be considered the stop band of  these filters. However, the side lobe of 

the modified Paynter filter rises to 0.1 which is an attenuation of only 20 decibels and the 

moving average filter rises to 0.2 which is an attenuation of only about 14 decibels. 

Ironical 1 y , the approximation of the moving average filter actually has preferable 

performance in this regard. Clearly the rectangular or perfect moving average filter is 

poor in terms of stop band attenuation. 

Step response is the next important criterion because the output of the filter is the 

value we are using to quantifL the EMG amplitude. Significant overshoot in the step 

response is not acceptable because this will add artifactual peaks to the output signal that 

may be misinterpreted as being physiological. Overshoot should be considered a type of 

noise (98). It is preferable to have a sluggish rise and even lose some signal rather than 

generate new signal features. The step responses of the original and modified Paynter 

filters are shown in figure 14. The original filter has about 2% overshoot and the modified 

filter has essentially none. which are acceptable values. 

Delay is the next important criterion. EMG amplitude demodulators are used to 

monitor onset and cessation of muscle activation. The low pass filter will cause delay of 

signal but we can compensate for this if, first, the delay time is similar for all frequencies 

and. second, we know the value of the time delay. DeIay is phase lag divided by 

frequency so linear phase implies constant time delay. Both the original Paynter filter and 

modified Paynter filter are approximately linear phase filters with an approximately 

constant delay as shown in figure 13C. A convenient feature of these filters is that the 

delay is half the RC time constant value. When normalized to a frequency of 1 radian per 

second with an RC time constant of 2 x  seconds, these filters have a delay of about x or 

3.14 seconds with some variation around this value. This is convenient because a Paynter 

filter with a time constant of 100 ms will have an approximately fixed delay of 50 ms that 

is readily compensated for. 

Thus both the original Paynter filter and the modified Paynter filter have excellent 

phase properties that make them ideal filters for EMG demodulation. Unfortunately, these 

filters have poor stop band attenuation. The original Paynter filter has a third order roll 

off but the addition of the transmission zero pair in the modified Paynter filter reduces the 

roll off to first order. The benefit of the conveniently placed transmission zero pair comes 

at the cost of a rebound in stop band attenuation. The reason the transmission zero pair of 

the modified Paynter drastically reduces attenuation is because the overall degree of the 
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filter is low; only third degree. However if a filter with higher order attenuation is used 

initially then both high and rapid attenuation can be achieved. This was the approach we 

used in this project. We used a seventh order Bessel transfer fimction with three 

transmission zero pairs which we call a modified Bessel transfer function. This generates 

a filter with pass band characteristics comparable to the modified Paynter filters but with 

far greater stop band attenuation. We constructed and tested an analog version of this 

filter and compared its performance to that of the modified Paynter filter. 

Methods 

Filter Design, Construction, and Characterization 

The filter design process was carried out in three steps. The first step was to find a 

transfer fbnction that approximated the desired response, the second was to generate a 

prototype filter design fiom the transfer hc t i on ,  and the third was to design a practical 

filter that matches the performance of the prototype filter. 

The first two steps of the design process, transfer h c t i o n  approximation and 

prototype generation, were done using a filter synthesis computer software package 

named FilSyn (1 57). With this package, we chose to design a seventh order, linear phase 

low pass filter with a maximally flat delay and an equiripple stop band. The filter is 
specified by the DC delay and the stop band edge; we selected a DC delay of 6.28 

seconds which corresponds to the normalized fiequency of 1 radian per second or 

0.159 Hertz. With a specified delay, there is a direct relationship between the stop band 

edge frequency and the amount of stop band attenuation. In order to meet our specified 

minimum stop band attenuation of 73 decibels, the stop band edge fiequency was set to 

1.6 radians per second or 0.2456 Hertz. This achieved a minimum stop band attenuation 
of 74.5 decibels. The numerator and denominator roots of the transfer h c t i o n  are 

provided in table 1 and the polynomial coefficients are provided in table 2. The 

denominator polynomial is a seventh degree Bessel polynomial (156,158). The three 

transmission zero pairs of the numerator polynomial distinguish this filter from the 

familiar all pole Bessel filter. Therefore, we call this filter a modified Bessel filter. The 
computed magnitude and delay responses of the modified Bessel transfer fbnction are 

shown in figures 13A through 13C. The calculated step response and impulse response of 

the modified Bessel are shown in figures 14A and 14B respectively. 

Next, we used the software to generate the component values for a 1 ohm 

terminated LC ladder filter implementation of our modified Bessel transfer function. This 

intermediate filter design is the prototype design upon which the active filter realization is 
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based. The component values for the LC prototype are listed in table 3. This LC filter 
design has a minimum number of capacitors. 

The final step of the design process was to create an active implementation that is 

functionally equivalent to the prototype LC filter. We chose an active filter 
implementation using fiequency dependent negative resistance (FDNR) elements (22). 

This is a standard active filter implementation (25,146) of which the objective is to create 
an active filter structure without inductors that has same transfer function as the prototype 

LC filter structure. An  advantage of this method is that the final active circuit has low 
sensitivity to component variation as does the prototype LC ladder filter (25)- The 

prototype LC network is transformed into a network of equivalent fimction by 
multiplying all component impedances by l/s so that inductors become resistors, resistors 

become capacitors, and capacitors become an element with a l/s2 impedance. An element 
with a lls' impedance is called an FDNR element and is labeled with the circuit symbol 

D. The last column of table 3 lists the new names of the circuit components after 
transformation of the prototype LC filter into an FDNR filter structure. Figure 15A is a 

schematic of the transformed filter that has 3 FDNR elements: D2, D4, and D6. Each 
FDNR element is constructed from a two amplifier circuit as shown in figure 15B which 

is called a Type 3 FDNR (24). 

A problem with the transformed circuit is that the original load resistors Rs and RI 
are transformed into capacitors Cs and Cl. Consequently, there is not a DC signal path 

fiom input to output. The solution to this is to put resistors in parallel with Cs and C1 
(23). These low frequency compensation resistors are labeled Ra and Rc in figure 15A. 

The addition of these low frequency compensation resistors is equivalent to the addition 

of parasitic inductance in parallel with the load resistors in the prototype LC filter. This 

affects the network transfer function. Therefore, these resistors are chosen much larger 

than the network impedance level so that their parasitic effects are minimized. We 
simulated the transformed network response using a circuit simulation program (6). We 

tried several values of compensation resistance that ranged fiom 5 to 20 times the 
network impedance level. We found that both low and high values of compensation 

seriously affected the delay function of the circuit while intermediate values had a smaller 

effect. We used the amount of delay distortion between 0 and 0.8 radians per second as a 

criterion to chose the best level of low frequency compensation. We found that a 

compensation value of 10 times had the least impact with a total delay distortion of 4.3%. 

Therefore, a low frequency compensation resistance of 10 times was used for all 

denomahzed versions of the transformed circuit. 
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We designed and constructed 4 versions of the transformed circuit with time 

delays of 20, 50, 100, and 200 milliseconds. The component values we chose for these 4 

filters are listed in table 4. The impedance level of each filter was chosen so that a single 

practical capacitor value could be used for all capacitors in the circuit. We used 1% 

resistors to match ideal resistor values as closely as possible. The value of each FDhW 
was adjusted by the appropriate selection of resistor DRx where "x" is 2, 4, or 6- The 

other 2 resistors in each FDNR, which are labeled Drr, should be e q d  for best 
performance of the FDNR (24). 

The operational amplifiers we used for the FDNR circuits were TLO82 (Texas 

Instruments) because they are common and have FET input terminals which have very 

low input bias currents. However. we encountered a stability problem with the amplifiers 

that was probably caused by capacitive loading of the amplifier outputs. This problem 

was solved by adding a I0 picofarad compensation feedback capacitor to each operational 

amplifier. These compensation capacitors are shown connected with dotted lines in 

figure 15B. 
The filters were built using specially designed printed circuit boards with standard 

through hole components. In addition to the filter, each board also had a full wave 
rectifier and output offset and gain adjustment which constituted a complete amplitude 

demodulation system. Because thse filters are a ladder structure, the maximum 

transmission amplitude is about 0.5 instead of I .  Therefore, each filter was followed by 

an amplifier with a gain of 2. This makes these new demodulators directly comparable to 
the modified Paynter demodulators that have a pass band gain of 1. 

For characterization of filter performance, the filter could easily be isolated from the 

rectifier and output offset and gain adjustments. The magnitude and delay response of the 

isolated filter were measured using a sine wave function generator and a digital storage 
oscilloscope. Of particular interest were values of the transmission zeros. 

Demodulator Comparison and EMG Recording 

The new modified Bessel demodulators were compared to demodulators with 

modified and original Paynter filters. We obtained 2 commercial moving average units 

(MA-82 1 RSP, CWE Instruments, Aardrnore PA). Each unit had 4 channels with rectifiers 

and modified Paynter filters. In one of the units, we converted each of the modified 

Paynter filters back into original Paynter filters, by removing the 3C capacitor which is 
next to the solid arrow in figure 12B. This disconnects the high pass feed fonvard leg of 

the filter which removes the l/RC notch. On each unit we set the filter time constants to 
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20, 50, 100, and 200 milliseconds. With 4 original Paynter filter, 4 modified Paynter 

filter, and 4 modified Bessel filter demodulators we had a total of 12 amplitude 

demodulators for comparison. 
We obtained EMG recordings fiom the parasternal intercostal and 

diaphragm muscles of an awake dog, breathing room air and lying in the right lateral 

decubitus position. The project was approved by the animal care committee at the 

University of Calgary. EMG fiom the parasternal intercostal was obtained from a pair of 
electrodes mounted at a fixed distance of 2 mm. The electrodes were placed between 

muscle fibers in the left third parasternal intercostal approximately 2 cm fiom the edge of 

the sternum. EMG from the crural diaphragm was obtained with a pair of fine wire 

electrodes sewn in line with the muscle fibers and placed approximately 10 rnm apart. 

Implantation was performed under general anesthesia with thiopental sodium induction 

and halothane. The dog was fully recovered and EMG recorded 60 days after surgery 

(89). 
The EMG was first amplified by 1000 with a differential amplifier (AM Systems. 

Seattle WA) and then filtered with a 6 pole Bessel low pass filter set at 500 Hz and a 

matching high pass filter set to 25 Hz. The EMG was further amplified 100 times and 

then fed simultaneously into the 12 amplitude demodulators. The 12 demodulated signals 

along with electrocardiogram, and inspiratory airflow were sampled at a rate of 1 kHz by 

an MS-DOS based personal computer equipped with a 12 bit analog to digital conversion 

board (National Instruments, Galveston, Texas). The raw EMG signal and one of the 

demodulated signals were sampled at a rate of 10 kHz on another computer equipped 

with an identical 12 bit analog to digital conversion board. Data was sampled using 

dedicated data acquisition software (Data Sponge, BioSciences Analysis Software, 

Calgary. Alberta). We obtained measurements during both normal, resting and COZ 

stimulated breathing. 

Our first analysis was to compare different types of demodulated signals by 

generating strip charts of the data and inspecting the waveforms. We compared the 

signals before and after shifting them back by their respective time delays. Software for 

computer processing and analysis was written in C and C++ and operated under Windows 

95 on a personal computer. Modified Bessel filter signals were shifted by a number of 

samples equal to their time constant and Paynter filter signals were shifted by an amount 

equal to half their time constant. Demodulated signals were compared directly by plotting 

time corrected versions of the signals close together on a strip chart for inspection. 
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We compared the 100 millisecond demodulated signals by power spectrum analysis. 

Power spectra of the demodulated signals were estimated by averaging power spectra that 

were computed &om 256 point Fourier transforms using a Blackman window. This 

corresponds to a time segment of 256 milliseconds which was designed to quantify the 

differences in higher fiequency components in the signal and avoid the basic respiratory 

frequency. The power spectrum estimates were compared visually. 

To investigate possible differences in physiological interpretation with the 
different demoduiators. we plotted the relationship between each of the three 100 

millisecond demodulated electromyograms and airflow. These demodulated signals were 

time corrected. From each demodulated sipat.  points were selected every 10 

milliseconds during inspiration. Cardiac interference was eliminated by detecting the 

position of cardiac potentials from the ECG signal and omitting data points in that region. 

These 3 plots were compared visually to see if different physiological interpretations 

might be made with the different filter types. 

Results 

Filter Performance 

Figure 16 shows the simulated and measured performances of the modified Bessel 

filter. The simulated magnitude response curve of the transformed network, which is 

shown as lines in figures 16A and 16B, closely matches the original transfer function 

magnitude response curve which is shown in figures 13A and I3B. The simulated delay 

response of the transformed network, which is shown as a line in figure 16C, is 

marginally less smooth than the delay response of the original theoretical transfer 

Function which is shown in figure 13C. The actual performance of the real transformed 

filter which is shown as triangles in figures 16A to 16C closely matches that predicted by 

computer simulation. 

Demodulator Performance 

Figure 17 is a strip chart with a raw electromyogram of a parasternal intercostal 

muscle and several demodulated forms of that signal. Demodulated waveforms derived 

from all three types of filters with both 50 and 100 millisecond time constants are shown. 

These signals are shown both as recorded originally and after time correction for their 

differing time delays. A vertical line is drawn through the cardiac impulse that appears in 

the electromyogram. The cardiac impulse appears in the demodulated signals and is 

delayed in all the signals that were not time corrected but is properly synchronized in the 

signals that were time corrected. The corrected signals were shifted by the amount 
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predicted theoretically with the modified Bessel filter having twice the delay of both the 

Paynter filters. For example the 100 millisecond modified Bessel was shifted back 

100 milliseconds and the 100 millisecond Paynter filters were shified back 

50 milliseconds. 

Inspection of the time corrected traces in figure 17 shows that the modified Bessel 

filter produces the smoothest tracing with the least high fiequency noise yet contains the 

same low fiequency features as the modified Paynter filter. The original Paynter filter has 

more low fiequency features than the other two filters. 

Power spectra of the demodulated signals are shown in figure 18. The modified 

Bessel has similar pass band behavior to the modified Paynter but with superior stop band 

attenuation. The original Paynter filter has a wider pass band. Figure 19 shows each of 

the three 100 millisecond demodulator signals plotted against inspiratory airflow. This 

analysis was done using time corrected demodulated signals. The modified Bessel filter 

has less variance than the modified Paynter filter* clearly showing the relationship 

between airflow and electromyogram. 

Tracings of crural EMG during normal breathing and during C02  rebreathing 

with an end tidal C02 of 6% are shown in figure 20. Time corrected 100 millisecond 

modified Bessel and modified Paynter waveforms are shown. The modified Bessel has 

the same low fiequency features as the modified Paynter but less high frequency noise. 

Discussion 
In summary, we characterized the modified Paynter filter and showed that there is 

a constant time delay that is half of the rated time constant. We also demonstrated that the 

modified Paynter filter has poor high frequency attenuation degrading its performance for 

physiological application. Therefore, we designed and constructed a set of modified 

Bessel filters that to can be used as replacements for the Paynter filter. These filters have 

similar pass bands, superior stop band attenuation, and a time delay that, although double 

that of the Paynter filters, is nearly constant and can be easily corrected. While these 

filters are more complex than the Paynter design. the increased consistency for 

quantitative EMG justifies the modest additional expense and effort. 

The original Paynter filter has better stop band attenuation than the modified Paynter 

filter but it has a wider pass band. We demonstrated a simple modification, as shown in 

figure lZB, to return the modified Paynter filter back to the original Paynter filter to 

reduce high fiequency noise but widen the pass band. 
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Filter Description Using Time Delay 

We have chosen to classifi. our new filter using its time delay. Usually low pass 

filters are identified by critical fiequencies in their magnitude response. For example the 

Butterworth filter is identified by the critical fiequency at which the transmitted power is 

half that of the input signal. This fiequency is called the cut off fiequency. However, this 

may not be the most usefirl way to classify either the modified Paynter filter or the 

modified Bessel filter because these filters have pass bands that taper. Conventional 

filters like the Butterworth, Chebychev and elliptic all have pass bands that approximate. 

to some degree, a rectangle but the modified Paynter filter and the modified Bessel filter 

have pass bands with a triangular shape. They have a disproportionate amount of signal 

transmission above the half power fiequency because the half power fiequency occurs so 

early in the pass band. Therefore, the half power ffequency is a poor way to classify these 

filters. 

The modified Paynter filter is conveniently described by its notch fiequency but 

this is not appropriate for the original Paynter filter nor the modified Bessel filter; the 

original Paynter filter does not have a notch and the modified Bessel filter has three 

notches. This is why we classify the modified Bessel filter by its time delay. This reflects 

the original derivation of the Bessel filter which is an approximation of a constant time 

delay filter (158). A normalized (1 radian per second) N-pole Bessel filter has a delay of 

N seconds. Our filter is based on a normalized 7-pole Bessel filter which has a time delay 

of 7 seconds. However, this would have made the time delay a cumbersome number for 

any denormalized filter. so our normalized filter is actually based on a slightly 

denormalized 7-pole Bessel filter that approximates a time delay of 2n or 6.28 seconds. 

The normalized third order Paynter filter was defined similarly: it approximates a delay 

of a or 3.14 seconds. The magnitude responses of the modified Paynter filter and the 

modified Bessel filter with the same time constant are similar. This classification system 

is important because it provides a description of the modified Bessel filter in terms of 

time delay that is similar to the established standard description of modified Paynter filter 

performance. 

Analog Implementation 

It is noteworthy that we have chosen to design and construct analog filters when 

digital signal processing techniques are becoming common. However, the choice between 

analog and digital technology is only a choice of implementation. Comparable filter types 

can be built using either type of technology. For example, it is possible to design an 
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infinite impulse response filter (IIR) with characteristics that match the analog version we 

have described. Whatever the implementation, the particular characteristics of the filter 

are important. One filter that is easily implemented digitally is the moving window 

average filter. This is done by computing successive averages over a fixed number of data 

samples (21). However, the moving average or rectangular window filter has poor stop 

band attenuation which makes it a poor low pass filter for EMG demodulation because 

higher frequencies components will leak through. Carefbl analysis should be applied to 
both digital and analog filter design. 

There are many scenarios where analog EMG demodulation is practical. If EMG 
processing is done digitally the raw signal has to be sampled at a high rate and either 

stored in large quantities or processed in real time as it is acquired. Both have an 
associated cost. Either large amounts of storage media are necessary or sophisticated 

digital processing hardware is needed. If an analog processor is used however. the 

processed signal can be directly stored at a relatively slow sample rate. 

Time Delay Correction 

A linear phase filter has a constant time delay. Both the Paynter filters and Bessel 

filters have approximately constant time delay; the plot of time delay versus frequency of 

the faynter filter has small ripples while that of the Bessel filter is maximally flat. Filters 

with stop band zeros that are based on these linear phase filters inherit these desirable 

phase properties. This important property keeps the signal from being distorted when 

different frequency components are shifted relative to each other. However, the 

introduction of a time delay may have to be addressed in some applications. The modified 

Paynter filter has a time delay that is half of the time constant and the modified Bessel 

filters that we designed have a time delay that is equal to the time constant. A 

100 millisecond Paynter filter has SO milliseconds delay while a 100 millisecond 

modified Bessel filter has 100 milliseconds delay. If the time delay is of concern it can be 

compensated for by shifting the demodulated EMG signal backwards in time relative to 

other recorded signals before analysis, as we did. 

Single Solution 

We were able to construct filters with similar magnitude responses to our new 

modified Bessel filter by cascading an elliptic filter and a low Q notch filter, aithough this 

is not detailed in the results. The transient response of this filter cascade was acceptable 

as was the stop band attenuation. However, we do not feel that cascading filters is an 

optimal solution because the characteristics of two separate filters have to be understood 
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in detail. In addition, a filter cascade does not make optimal use of filter hardware. For 
example our cascade consisted of a 7-pole FDNR elliptic filter followed by the notch 
filter. In contrast, the entire modified Bessel filter was accommodated in a single 7-pole 
FDNR implementation. 



Table 1 

Modified Bessel filter numerator roots in radiandsecond 

real part imaginary part 

0.000~00COOOOCOE+00 -3.76018236i4788E+OO 

3.0000000000000E+00 3.7601823614788E+00 

C.OOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00 -2.0685545266188E+OO 

0.000COOOOOOOOOE~OO 2.0685545266188E+00 

0.00~00COCC8000E~30 -1.6434623070800E+00 

3.~C@3000000000E+00 1,64346230708005tOO 

Modified Bessel filter denominator roots in radiandsecond 

real part imaginary part 

-7.576e957254682~-01 2.7695637916089E-01 

-7.5766957454682E-01 -2.7695637916089E-01 

-€.48111331?89552-01 5.6005956173724E-01 

-6.49111331789552-01 -5.6005456173724E-01 

-4.2765555347185E-01 8.6316785520967E-01 

-4.2765555347185E-01 -8.6316785520967E-01 

-7.9168580545820E-01 0.0000000000000E+00 



Table 2 

Modified Bessel normalized coefficients in ascending order 

numerator denominator 

C 1.6408979251842E-01 1.6408975251842E-01 

- G.OOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00 1.1486285476290E+00 

3 - 1.375461676743OE-01 3.7109537692628E+00 

3 Q.00C0000000000E+00 7.2157434402333E+OO 

4 3.2736655946486E-02 9.1836734693878E+00 

9 - O.C~OOOOOOOCOO0S+CO 7.7142857142857Ei00 

6 1.92593082987862-03 4.G0OOOOOOOOOOOE+00 
- 

C.OOOOOOOOOOOOOE-00 1.OOOOOGOOOOOOGE+OO 

Table 3 

Modified Bessel LC ladder filter and transformed circuit component values 

LC Transformed Value 



Table 4 

Modified Bessel filter active impiementation component values 

6.28 sec 200ms 1 OOms 

c i . 4 7 u F  . l u F  

D rr 1 l o o k  l o o k  

Ra 1 0  698k  l M 5  

R1 5 . 6 7 0 5  402k  904k  

R2 0.09304 6k9 I i 4 k 7  

DR2 2 . 5 1 1 9  1 8 2 k  402k  

R3 1 . 7 4 1 3  1 1 5 k  3 0 1 k  

R4 0.33212 2 2 k i  5 3 k 6  

DR4 1 .1148  7 5 k  1 8 2 k  

R5 0 - 8 4 4 5  56k2  1 2 1 k  

R6 0 .1267  8 k 2 5  2 0 k  

DR6 0 . 5 5 8 2 1  39k2  88k7  

R7 0 .11957  8  k25 20k  

RC 18 .37587  1M3 3 M 0  

Gain 0 . 5  0 . 5 0 4  0 . 5 1 3  

Impedance Level i 6 7 . 7 k  1 5 9 k  

Zero 2 2 . 0 7  1 . 9 2  2 . 0 7  

Zero 4 1-64 1 . 6 6  1 . 6 1  

Zero 6 3 . 7 6  3 .77 3-76 

50ms 

. l u f  

l o o k  

787k 

432.L 

7k5 

2GOk 

i 5 0 k  

26k7 

88k7 

66k5 

IOk 

4  3k2 

i 0 k  

iM5 
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Figure 12: Schematic of original Paynter filter in figure A and a modified Paynter 
filter in figure B. The modified Paynter filter has an additional high pass feed forward leg 
going into the inverting terminal of the operational amplifier. The arrow in figure B 
indicates where a cut will change the modified Paynter filter back into the original 
Paynter filter. 
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Figure 13: Frequency response of a modified Paynter filter (small dashed lines). 

original Paynter filter (large dashed lines), and modified BesseI filter (solid lines). 

Paynter filters have RC time constants normalized to 1 second and the modified Bessel 

has a normalized delay of 2n seconds. The magnitude response is shown on a linear scale 

in plot A a d  on a logarithmic scale in plot B. The vertical scales indicate ampIitude and 

the horizontal scales indicate frequency in radians per second. The modified Paynter filter 

has a magnitude response curve with a notch at a frequency of 1 radian per second. Plot C 
shows phase and plot D shows delay with the vertical scale indicating delay in seconds 

and the horizontal scale indicating frequency in radians per second. The modified Paynter 

filter has an abrupt 180 degree phase reversal at the notch frequency. The stop band of the 

modified Bessel filter begins at 1.6 radians per second, the minilnun stop band 

attenuation is 74.5 decibels, and the three notch frequencies are 1.64, 2.07, and 3-76 

radians per second. 



Figure 14: Time domain responses of a modified Paynter filter (small dashed lines). 

original Paynter filter (large dashed lines), and modified Bessel filter (solid lines). 
Paynter filters have RC time constants normalized to 1 second and the modified Bessel 

has a normalized delay of 2n seconds. Figure A shows step response and figure B shows 

impulse responses. The venical scales indicate amplitude and the horizontal scales 

indicate time in seconds. The original Paynter filter has a rise that is initially slower but 

increases and has about 2 per cent overshoot. The modified Paynter filter has a rise that is 

initially faster and has little overshoot. The impulse response of the modified Paynter 

filter has a peak at time zero. 
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Figure 15: Diagram A is LC ladder implementation o f  filter, diagram B shows the 

schematic of the frequency dependent negative resistance (FDNR) implementation of the 
modified Bessel filter with low frequency compensation resistors Ra and Rc added. 
Diagram C shows the active network implementation of one FDNR circuit element. The 
small compensation capacitors are shown connected with dotted lines. 



Figure 16: Frequency response of  1 OOms modified Bessel filter. Lines show 
simulated response of transformed network and triangles show measured values from the 

real filter. Magnitude response is shown in linear units in figure A and log units in 
figure B. The vertical scales show amplitude and the horizontal scaies show fiequency in 
radians per second. Delay is shown in figure C with the vertical scale indicating delay in 
seconds and the horizontal scale indicating fiequency in radians per second. 
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Figure 17: Strip chart showing raw and several demodulated versions of an 
inspiratory electromyogram obtained fiom the parasternal intercostal muscle of an awake 
canine breathing room air. The demodulated waveforms are in groups of three with either 
50 or 100 millisecond time constants. The top trace in each group is fiom the modified 
Bessel filter, the middle trace is fiom the modified Paynter filter, and the bottom trace is 
fiom the original Paynter filter. The two groups of traces above the raw electromyogram 
are shown as recorded including the inherent time shift of each filter. The two groups of 
traces below the raw eIectromyogram have been time corrected. 
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Figure 18: Averaged power spectra of 100 millisecond demodulated EMG; small 
dashed line is with a modified Paynter filter, large dashed line is with an original Paynter 
filter, and solid line is with a modified Bessel filter. The vertical scale indicates amplitude 
in logarithmic units and the horizontal scale indicates frequency in hertz in linear units. 

Demodulated signals were sampled at 1 kHz and power spectra were computed over 256 
points using a Blackman window. 



Figure 1 9: Plots of electromyograrn amplitude compared to airflow using each of the 
three 100 millisecond filters. EMG amplitude is in arbitrary units. Plot A is fiom the 

modified Paynter filter, plot B is fiom the original Paynter filter, and plot C is fiom the 
modified Bessel filter. 



Figure 20: Strips charts showing raw and demodulated electromyogram of  c r u d  
diaphragm while breathing room air (strip A) and during C02 rebreathing with an end 
tidal C 0 2  o f  6% (strip B). From top to bottom in each chart the traces are: 
electrocardiogram, demodulated electromyogram ( 1  00 ms modified Bessel), demodulated 
electromyogram (1  00 ms modified Paynter), raw electromyogram, and airflow with 
inspiration shown by upward deflection. 
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Project 2: A new method of computing mean frequency of EMG using a 
second order autoregressive model, compared to using the Discrete 
Fourier Transform. 

Introduction 

An electromyogram (EMG) signal is a complex, noise like, electrical signal that 

can be recorded fiom muscle during activation. Sometimes EMG is the best available 

indication of muscle activation fiom muscles that are difficult to access because of 

location or cost. Therefore it is desirable to extract as much physiological information 

fiom the EMG signal as possible. 

Spectral analysis is a logical tool for the study of EMG because of the repetitive 

or fiequency based nature of motor unit action potentials. Many investigators have used 

Fourier analysis to study electromyograrns (28,88,100,102,117). However the computed 

power spectrum must be quantified for physiological interpretation. One parameter that 

quantifies a power spectrum is the centroid fiequency (defined in equation 9). Centroid 

frequency is sensitive to slowing of action potential conduction velocity related to muscle 

fatigue (1 08). 

fc= 0 =  Equation 9 

Centroid tiequency is expressed in units of frequency and can be interpreted as the 

average fiequency content of a signal, so it is often referred to as mean fiequency. 

Estimates of mean fiequency are commonly computed using the discrete Fourier 

transform (DFT). Instead of integrating, the bins of the DFT power spectrum estimate are 

summed to compute the mean as shown in equation 10. 

Equation 10 

However there is substantial variability between estimates of mean fiequency 

when computed using DFT (73), limiting the application of this parameter. Averaging 

can sometimes be used to reduce variance but the amount of averaging required depends 

on the variance of individual estimates, so the extent to which variance can be reduced 
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may be restricted by the data. For example, respiratory electromyograms are periodic 

bursts of short duration. Therefore, analysis must be restricted to individual bursts. An 

additional limitation is that the time resolution of mean fiequency changes is inversely 

proportional to the time period over which it is computed. Therefore, it is necessary to 

quantify the variance of individual estimates of mean frequency for analysis windows of 

various duration. 

Various characteristics of the electromyogram such as underlying spectral content 

and non-stationarity of the signal contribute to variability within estimates of the mean 
frequency. EMG is a spectrally rich, AC signal (IS) with a bandwidth covering roughly 

50 to 500 cycles per second (Hz) depending on the electrode configuration used to detect 

the signal (15). Depending on the sampling rate, the electromyogram power spectrum 

appears as a broad hump in the lower part of the spectrum. Occasionally, there will be a 

notch in the power spectrum caused by an interference effect of the bipolar electrode that 

is typically used to detect the signal (108). How do different. broadband power 

distributions affect the power spectrum and the mean that is computed fiom that signal? 

Power spectrum estimation using DFT is based on the assumption of stationarity. 

i-e. that the specaal composition of the signal is constant over time or at least constant 

over the time window of interest. Probably this assumption is never valid in 

electromyography. Even during static contractions, EMG properties may change due to 

fatigue and during dynamic contractions; several factors are changing such as the level of 

motor drive and muscle electrode interface properties (37). The phasic bursting of 

respiratory muscle electromyograms is an example of such a non-stationary signal. How 

then does non-stationarity affect the power spectrum and the mean that is computed from 

that signal? The possibility must be considered that non-stationarity imposes additional 

limits on averaging of mean frequency estimates to reduce variance. 

Power spectrum estimates computed using DFT have substantial variance 

(90,127) and presumably so too must mean fiequency estimates computed fiom those 

power spectra using equation 10. However, many other spectrum estimation methods 

exist as alternatives to the Fourier transform (90). One objective of this study was to see 

if one particular alternative method could be used to obtain more direct and reliable 

estimates of mean frequency. The method of interest relies on autoregressive modeling of 

the signal. We chose a second order autoregressive model of the signal, as represented by 

its time series Y(n), (equation 3), where the coefficients a1 and a2 are estimated using 

least squares. 

Y(n)  = a1 -Y(n -1) +a2 -Y(n - 2) + w(n) Equation I1  
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An autoregressive model can be interpreted as a fiequency spectrum model where 
white noise is passed though an all pole filter (77,90). The output of  the filter has a 
frequency distribution that i s  as close as possible, given the order of the filter, to the 

original signal. Given the second order autoregressive model of equation 1 1, the power 

spectrum of this signal is the squared magnitude of the expression shown in equation 12 

(77). This is a rational polynomial estimate of the power spectrum instead of a collection 
of spectral bins as obtained by  DFT. 

Equation 12 

We chose a second order model because second order is the minimum model 

order required to reproduce a real sinusoid (77,90). Because mean frequency is measured 
in units of fiequency, we reasoned that the least squares best fit of a single sinusoid to the 

signal would also best represent the mean fiequency content. In other words, if one 
sinusoid were to represent the signal, what would the fiequency of that sinusoid be? 

Having estimated a second order autoregressive model of the signal, the problem 
was to then extract the best fitting sinusoid or the mean fiequency. One approach would 

have been to obtain the mean fiom the power spectrum estimate analytically by applying 

equation 9. This would have yielded complex expressions. Instead, we devised a simple 
approximation of the mean that we call "pole extrapolation". 

Figure 21 illustrates this approximation. It is a schematic of the roots of a second 
order autoregressive model with a conjugate pair of complex roots inside the unit circle. 

The power spectrum is the squared magnitude of equation 12 where Z is substituted with 

eJ" and w varies from 0 to x,  tracing the top half of the perimeter of the unit circle. 
Assuming that the model produces complex roots close to the unit circle, the power 

spectrum will have a peak at the fiequency pole where the pole is close to the unit circle. 

A line fiom the origin and through the pole will meet the unit circle at a certain angular 

fiequency. The angle of the pole is a good estimate of the mean of the power spectrum. 

Pole extrapolation is an approximation of the true mean of the power spectrum. It 
should be a very good approximation where the pole is close to the unit circle in which 

case the pole is dominating the spectrum shape. However when the poles are M e r  away 

from the unit circle the spectrum is more evenly influenced by both poles so we expect 

that the pole extrapolation method will be biased by only considering one pole. 

We used a signal simulation approach to study the influences of the signal 

characteristics introduced above on the performance of two separate methods that were 

used to calculate mean fiequency estimates, DFT and second order autoregressive 
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modeling (AR2). Thus, signals with EMG-like features but known theoretical values 

were synthesized, and then the mean frequency estimation methods were applied. Signal 

simulation alIowed control and knowledge of the theoretical true mean values. 

Methods 

Our signal simulation approach was unique in that the synthesized signals are 

similar to real EMG but with completely determined spectral content. This allowed 

evaluation of processing performance on signals similar to those to which the methods 

will be applied, but with known spectral content. This contrasts with testing using simple 

waveforms that are well determined but are not at all  similar to real EMG, or using real 

EMG signals where the spectral content is not controlled by the investigator or known in 

advance. 

Implementation 

A command line driven computer program generated the various data segments 

used in this study. The program was written in C and compiled and run on a personal 

computer. That same program processed the data segments using both spectral methods 

(AR2 and DFT) and computed mean frequency fiom the spectral estimates. A text file 

containing estimates of mean frequency and theoretical mean frequency for spreadsheet 

analysis was generated. The program generated three forms of output: 1) raw data 

segments with individual spectrum estimates, 2) averaged spectrum estimates fiom a 

specified number of trials, and 3) mean frequency estimates for a specified number of 

trials. 

Signal Synthesis: Data Segment Synthesis 

The test signals used in these simulations were harmonically rich signals with 

fixed power distribution designed to simulate relevant EMG signal features (see below). 

They were obtained by summing 100 sinwids with random phase but fixed frequency 

and amplitude. We found that 100 sinusoids sufficed to produce an EMG-like signal and 

that very little was gained with simulations based on larger numbers of sinusoids. 

Simulated data segments were generated in lengths of zN or 64, 256, and 1024 data 

points, so that a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm could be used to compute the Discrete 

Fourier Transform of each segment. 

It is typical to sample EMG at 2000 Hz. Therefore our synthesized data is presented as if 
it had been sampled at a rate of 2000 Hz instead of using normalized sampling periods. 

This was done because actual sampling frequency does not affect the performance of 
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digital signai processing methods, and by assuming a typical EMG sampling rate, the 

implications of our results for EMG problems are more apparent. 

Signal Synthesis: Spectral Distributions 

Each simulated segment was a nunmation of 100 sinusoids evenly spaced 

behueen 0 and a specified maximum fkquency. The hquency and amplitude of each 

sinusoid were fixed but the phase was randomly selected between 0 and 2n for each 

simulation using a pseudo random, uniform deviate subroutine (140). Sinusoids generdly 

did not have an integral number of cycles in each data segment so they did not meet the 

assumption of the DFT model that represents a signal as a harmonically related set of 

sinusoids. each having an integral number of cycles in the data segment. 

We used 5 distributions, with differing characteristics to define the amplitudes of 

the sinusoids used for each simulation. Most of these distributions have features found in 
real EMG power distributions. The distributions are defined in table 1 and are shown in 

figure 22 row 1. Representative data segments generated fiom each distribution are 

shown in rows 2 and 3. Each point in the spectra of figure 22 row 1 represents the power 

of each individual sinusoid of the distribution for each simulation. For convenience, each 

distribution is referred to using a simple working name. The unimodal distribution of 

figure 22 panel A1 is a simplified EMG spectrum approximation with a single, 

symmetrical peak. The gamma distribution of figure 22 panel B1 is a member of the 

family of gamma distributions that are defined using two parameters, alpha and beta 

(162). In this case, alpha and beta are 2 and 1, respectively, yielding the simple 

expression shown in table 1. The gamma [2,1] distribution has most of its energy in the 

Iow frequency region and a shape similar to spectra of experimentally recorded EMG 
(74). The other three distributions, having two separate peaks are referred to as bimodal 

distributions. Bimodal low has most energy at low fkquencies, bimodal symmetrical has 

peaks with equal energy, and bimodal high has most energy at higher fiequencies. The 

bimodal distributions were chosen to test the second order auto regressive model because, 

by design, its spectral estimates are unimodal. The bimodal low distribution may be 

regarded as an approximation of special cases of EMG recorded with a bipoIar electrode 

that creates a dip in the power spectrum (108). 

Signal Synthesis: Non Stationarity and Pbase Control 

Two forms of non-stationarity were investigated. The first was a continuous, 

ramp-shaped decrease in spectral content where the power spectrum shifts smoothly to 

lower frequencies. This is commonly encountered in EMG measurement during muscle 
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fatigue where there is a progressive shift of the power spectrum to lower fiequency (1 09): 
as fatigue unfolds. We call this a compression non-statiohty. The second type of non- 

stationary signal was a series of step changes in spectral content that simulates step 
changes in EMG. We called this step non-stationarity. 

Synthesis of non-stationarity required careful attention to phase. For generation of 
non-stationary signals, one of the 5 spectral distributions was chosen as the baseline 

spectral content. For compression non-stationarity, the standard distribution was 

progressively compressed through the segment. For the step non-stationarity, the standard 
distribution was alternately compressed or expanded in 4 discrete steps through the 

segment. The instantaneous frequency of each component sinusoid was based on the 

baseline spectral content and was a function of time within the data segment. The change 

in phase angle for each sinusoid from one point to the next was caIculated based on the 
instantaneous angular fiequency. For example, the compression non-stationarity might 

feature a ramp decrease in baseline fiequency content fiom 100% at the beginning of the 

segment to 80% at the end of the segment. In this case the instantaneous fiequency was 

scaled smoothly fiom 1.0 at the beginning to 0.8 at the end. We feel the compression non- 

stationarity is a sufficiently good model of the fatigue-induced change in spectral content 
because those changes occur over time periods of 10 to 30 seconds. In contrast. the 
longest data segment of this study had a length of 1024 or 0.512 seconds. Thus, the 

continuous spectral compression during fatigue would be approximated as a sequence of 
piecewise linear segments. 

For the step non-stationarity we used a piecewise stationary pattern of 4 sub- 

segments. The first segment had a frequency scale of 1.00 and was of fiactional length 

0.30. This meant that with a data segment length of 256 points, the first 20% or 5 1 points 
had a fiequency scale factor of 1.0. The other three sub segments had fiactional lengths of 

0.25,0.30, and 0.25 with fiequency scale factors of 1.25,0.50, and 0.70, respectively. 

With step changes in frequency, attention to phase became an important issue to 

prevent discontinuities in the component waveforms in the time domain. This was 

controlled as follows. The rate of change in phase of a sinusoid is its angular frequency 

and a non-stationary sinusoid has an angular fiequency that changes with time but at each 

point in time has an instantaneous angular fiequency. At each point in the time segment 

the instantaneous angular fiequency was calculated based on the frequency scale. The 

change in phase of each sinusoid fiom one sample point to the next was calculated as the 

instantaneous fiequency times the sample period. In this way the instantaneous phase of 

each sinusoid was calculated at each sample point. The remainder of the instantaneous 
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phase divided by 2x was used as the argument for the cosine function to calculate the 

instantaneous amplitude of each sinusoid. This method of calculation ensured that each 
sinusoid was continuous throughout the data segment, even over step changes in 

fiequency. 

Analysis 

Spectral Analysis and Mean Frequency Computation 

Two types of spectral estimation methods were used to calculate spectd 
estimates. From these mean fiequency was then estimated. The first method was the 
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). Data segments of length 64, 256, and 1024, were 

chosen so that a standard Fast Fourier Transform subroutine could be used to calculate a 

DFT. The data was not multiplied with a data window (127) before computation of the 

DFT in order to quanti@ the propenies of the DFT alone. 

Mean frequency was obtained from each DFT spectral estimate as a ratio of 
weighted sums of the spectral bins. This is indicated by equation 10, which is analogous 

to equation 9. Both equations are ratios of the first moment over the zeroth moment of the 

power spectrum estimate. 

Autoregressive power spectrum estimates were obtained with the Berg Algorithm 
or Maximum Entropy Method (77) using a subroutine fiom a commercially available 

package (140). This subroutine computed the coefficients A1 and A2 of the 

autoregressive process analyzer shown in equation 11. These coefficients were then 
substituted into the denominator of equation 12. This rational polynomial was evaluated 

to compute the curves that represent the second order, autoregressive power spectrum 

estimate of the signal. Mean fiequency was computed fiom second order autoregressive 

estimates using the pole extraplation method discussed above and shown in figure 2 1. A 

high order autoregressive model (64 order) was also computed using the same method of 
computation as used for the second order model. 

Theoretical Spectra of Non-Stationa y Signals 
Theoretical spectra of the stationary signals were represented graphically by 

plotting the amplitudes of the component sine waves. In contrast, non-stationary signals 

could not be represented in a simple manner using a single graph because a single 

spectrum implies a stationary signal. Therefore, the step non-stationary signals were 

represented spectrally by plotting the component spectra of each of the piecewise 

stationary segments of the signal. The amplitudes of these component spectra were scaled 

by their relative duration within the segment. The compression non-stationary signals 
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were represented spectrally by plotting the spectral contents at the beginning and end of 

the time segment with each component spectrum scaled by half. 

Error in Mean Frequency Estimation 
For each specific case of input spectral distribution, condition of stationarity, and 

segment length, the error of estimation of mean frequency was evaluated. For each 

specific set of conditions, 1000 data segments were generated with spectral distribution, 

condition of stationarity, and segment length fixed. The bandwidth of each synthesized 

segment however, was varied in a pseudo random manner between zero and a specified 

maximum value producing a range of mean fiequency values. The initial phases of each 

component sine wave were also varied in a pseudo random fashion. The mean fiequency 

of each data segment was estimated using both the DFT method and the AR2 

approximation. 

The error in the estimates of mean fiequency was evaluated graphically using 

three types of plots of computed mean fiequency versus theoretical. First, computed mean 

frequency was plotted versus theoretical mean fiequency. Secondly, absolute error in 

computed mean fiequency was plotted versus theoretical mean frequency with absolute 

error in mean frequency being the difference between computed mean frequency and 

theoretical mean fiequency. Thirdly. the relative error in computed mean frequency was 
plotted versus theoretical mean fiequency, with relative error being the difference 

between computed mean fiequency and theoretical mean fiequency divided by theoretical 

mean frequency. Examples of each of these three types of plots are shown in figure 24. 

On the graphs of absolute error of computed mean fiequency versus theoretical 

mean frequency a line was calculated representing an envelope of the estimation error. 

This error envelope was formed fiom 10 points calculated as follows. The absolute errors 

of the 1000 mean frequency estimates were sorted by theoretical mean fiequency and 

then grouped into 10 bins of 100 points each. Each bin was used to calculate the 

coordinates of a point on the error envelope. The horizontal coordinate of each point was 

the average of the theoretical mean frequencies in a bin. The vertical coordinate was the 

mean square of the absolute errors in each bin multiplied by 1.96. The 95% confidence 

interval of an unbiased estimator falls within 1.96 standard deviations so the error 

envelope represents a 95% confidence interval for estimates of mean fiequency as a 
function of theoretical mean fiequency. The emor envelope of the relative error plots is 

the error envelope of the absolute error plots divided by theoretical mean frequency. 
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Results 

Computed Spectra and Mean Frequency Using DFT and AR2 
Approximation 

Spectral estimates with many parameters exhibit high variance between individual 

estimates while spectrd estimates with few parameters exhibit low variance between 

estimates. Figure 23 row 1 shows theoretical power spectra and five superimposed 

individual power spectrum estimates of the unimodal distribution obtained using DFT 

(panel A I ) ,  second order AR (panel B 1 ), and 64th order AR (panel C 1 ). The spectrum 

estimates obtained using DFT and 64th order AR that contain 128 and 64 parameters. 

respectively. exhibit high variation between estimates. In contrast, the second order AR 

spectrum estimates that contain only 2 parameters exhibit low variation between 

estimates. However, the higher order spectral estimates better approximate the shape of 

the theoretical distribution when several individual estimates are averaged together. 

Figure 23 row 2 shows averages of 1000 individual spectrum estimates for the same three 

methods. The higher order models better approximate the theoretical spectral shape than 

the lower order AR2 model. 

Errors in estimates of mean frequency computed with the two methods differ in 

that the absolute error in the DFT estimates is approximately constant with frequency. In 
contrast. the absolute error in the AR2 estimates is much smaller at frequencies below 

200 Hz. Figure 24 shows an analysis of error in mean frequency estimates using both the 

DFT and the AR2 approximation. These estimates were computed from 1000 simulated 

data segments using a stationary signal with the unimodal dismbution, a segment length 

of 64 points, and bandwidth randomly varied between 0 and 1000 Hz. Column A shows 

data computed using DFT and Column B data using AR2. Row 1 shows plots of 

computed versus theoretical mean fiequency and row 2 contains plots of absolute error of 

estimates versus theoretical mean fiequency. The absolute error in the ARZ estimates is 

much Iess at frequencies below 200 Hz than with the DFT estimates. This difference is 
also evident in row 3 that shows relative error versus theoretical mean fiequency. The 

solid curves of rows 2 and 3 indicate the 95% error envelopes. 

Effect of Non-Stationarity 

Estimates of mean fiequency of non-stationary unimodal signals are unbiased 

using the DFT and slightly biased in the positive direction using ARZ approximation. 

However, again the AR2 approximation has appreciably less enor at lower frequencies 

corresponding to usual EMG frequencies. Figure 25 shows the effect of non-stationarity 
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on mean fiequenc y estimates using both methods. Column A illustrates stationary data. 

column B data with compression non-stationarity, and column C data with step non- 

stationarity. Row 1 shows the profile of the spectral content that was imposed on each 

synthesized signal. The stationary signal has a constant spectral content, the compression 

non-stationarity has a ramp decrease in spectral content from 1.0 to 0.8 (drift), and the 

step non-stationarity has four discrete steps (see Methods). The relative contributions to 

spectral content are indicated in row 2. The two spectra for the compression non- 

stationarity (panel B2) indicate beginning and end spectral content, and the four spectra 

for the step non-stationarity @anel C2) characterize each of the four sections o f  the total 

segment. With both estimation methods the error is lowest with stationary signals, higher 

for compression non-stationarity, and highest for the step non-stationarity. For the step 

non-stationary signal the AR2 approximation shows some positive bias at lower 

frequencies. By comparing rows 3 and 4, it can be seen that error in estimates in the 

frequency regions below 100 Hz is less using the AR2. approximation than with DFT. 
Effect of Input Distribution 

Spectral estimates using the DFT accurately approximate the input power 

distribution, albeit with some distortion (ripples). while the second order autoregressive 

model is limited because it can only represent a single peak. Figure 26 row 1 shows 

averages of 1000 spectral estimates using both methods for all five input distributions 

studied (see Methods). The second order autoregressive model generally gives less 

satisfactory approximations of the underlying spectra. Its estimates of bimodal 

distributions are generally poor and, in particular, its estimate of the symmetrical bimodal 

distribution is entirely inadequate as shown in figure 26 panel D l .  The second order 

autoregressive model approximates the two symmetrical peaks as a flat line. These 

deticiencies were predictable theoretically . Despite these limitations of ARZ for spectral 

estimates. the mean frequency estimates with AR2 remain quite robust. 

With all five input distributions the mean frequency estimates using DFT are 

unbiased (figure 26 row 2) but are characterized by large error at lower frequencies. 

While spectral estimates using AR2 were weak, mean frequency estimates are good albeit 

slightly biased depending on input distribution, as shown in row 3. AR2 approximated 

mean frequency is positively biased with the gamma distribution but with the bimodal 

low and bimodal symmetrical distributions, bias is positive at low frequencies and 

negative at high frequencies. With the bimodal symmetrical distribution the roots of the 

second order autoregressive model are sometimes real in which case the pole 

extrapolation approximation cannot be used. Therefore mean frequency cannot be 
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estimated so they are indicated as -1.0 on the relative error plots (figure 26 panel D3). 
However. as seen earlier. the AR2 consistently has less error in mean frequency estimates 

below frequencies of 100 Hz, compared to DFT. 

Spectra of Step Non-Stationary Signals and Input Distribution 

It is remarkable that mean frequency estimates that are obtained with DFT fiom 

non-stationary signals should be so reliable and unbiased, given that a fimdarnental 

condition of application of Fourier transformation, i.e. stationarity, is violated. This then 

begs the question of whether DFT is generally immune to signal non-stationarity. Power 

spectra computed tiom signals with underlying step non-stationary do not reflect the 

relative contributions of component spectra in a simple fashion. Figure 27 shows power 

spectra of step non-stationary signals of three base input power distributions. Row 1 

shows component spectra of the stationary sub segments of the piecewise stationary test 

signals. Power spectra in row 2. that were computed using the DFT, are distorted 

representations of what would be expected fiom a linear sum of component spectra. This 

was readily confinned by comparing weighted sums of component spectra (row 1) with 

the actual estimates (row 2). (not illustrated). Comparing the spectrum in panel A2 with 

the component spectra in panel Al ,  it is evident that a peak that would be expected at 

about 500 Hz is not present in the computed spectrum. Individuai spectral estimates 

shown in row 3 have high error. While the spectra in row 2 do cover the bandwidth of the 

component spectra. peaks of the component spectra that would be expected for a linear 

weighted sum of the component spectra are not detectable. 

Discussion 

Summary 

As a baseline for comparison, estimates of mean frequency content using the DFT 
are unbiased and the variance of the estimation error is roughly independent of kquency. 

By comparison, estimation of mean frequency content fiom a second order autoregressive 

model (AR2) using pole extrapolation is similar. A significant advantage of the AR.2 

method is a lower error in mean frequency estimates at low frequencies, which are the 

frequencies of interest for EMG (less than 200 Hz). This benefit comes with a limitation; 

AR2 has a tendency to slightly bias mean frequency estimates. This bias is a systematic 

function of input power distribution because only one pole in the model is accounted for 

by the pole extrapolation technique. Both mean frequency estimation methods track non- 

stationarity but error increases with non-stationarity. 
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Method of Simulation 

Our technique for signal synthesis was a useful new tool for this study. These 

mean fiequency estimation methods needed to be tested on data with characteristics 

similar to real EMG data. In addition, knowledge of a true or theoretical value was 

required for an objective comparison of their performance. Initially we tested these 

methods on very simple sine wave test signals and found large differences in their 

behavior. The second order autoregressive model accurately tracks individual sine waves 

that violate the Fourier model of harmonic conditions. However, with complex signals 

consisting of 100 sine waves, the signals looked like real EMG and the performance of 

both estimation methods was generally comparable. Knowing the theoretical value of 

mean fiequency was important in resolving the slight differences between the two 

methods. 

NOD-Stationarity 

The DFT gave unbiased estimates of mean fiequency fiom two m e s  of non- 

stationary signals, the compression and step non-stationary. This is a reasonable result 

considering that each spectral bin fiom a Fourier transform is a sum over the data 

segment. Consider a data segment that is divided into multiple sections of differing 

spectral content, i-e. a piecewise stationary signal. Each section of the data segment will 

contribute proportionately to the sum that becomes each spectral bin. Therefore. the 

spectral contents of each section will also contribute in a proportional fashion to the entire 

spectral estimate. 

The implications of this result are important. If mean fiequency is estimated over 

a long section of data it will be the average spectral content of the data segment 

regardless of whether the signal is stationary or not. However the error of mean frequency 

estimation increases with non-stationarity. Although we have not attempted to classifi 

our non-stationarities by using some measure of deviation fiom stationary, we would 

intuitively rank the step non-stationarity as a more significant deviation than the 

continuous compression non-stationarity. Thus, the increase in error with the step non- 

stationarity may tentatively be attributed to a "higher degree of non-stationarity". 

Alternatively, the increase in error of the step non-stationary data could be due to the sub- 

segments with low fiequency content that inherently have greater error. 
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Bias in AR2 Mean Frequency Estimates 

The bias in the mean fiequency estimates obtained using AR2 approximation 

became evident at higher fiequencies and longer data segment lengths where the 

estimation error is very low. This bias was predicted because the pole extrapolation 

method using the AR2 spectral estimate is an approximation based on the angle of the 

pole above the horizontal axis and does not include the conjugate pole below the axis (see 

figure 21). In theory, it should be possible to find an exact solution that would remove the 

bias by including the conjugate pole. This is a topic for hture investigations. For shorter 

data lengths however, the bias is not significant and the error of the estimates is less than 

the error produced using DFT, especially in the range of normal EMG (betow 200 Hz). 

Data Point to Parameter Ratio 

As shown in figure 23, for higher order spectral estimates, the DFT and the 64 

order AR, exhibited high error between individual estimates whereas the low order 

spectral estimate. the AR2. had minimal error between individual estimates. When the 
power spectrum of a segment of length N is computed using DFT, N/2 parameters are 

estimated making the data point to parameter ratio N to N12. However. when the power 

spectrum of a segment of length N is computed using the second order autoregressive 

model. only 2 parameters are estimated making the data point to parameter ratio N to 2. 
The higher data point to parameter ratio of the AR2 model reduces error in parameter 

estimation. However. when the mean frequency is extracted from both spectral estimates. 

the data point to parameter ratio becomes N to 1 using either method. The same amount 

of data is ultimately used to determine the parameter using either method. This explains 

why the error in mean fiequency estimation is similar with the two methods. 

Windowing before Computation of the DFT 

We did not multiply the data segments with a data window (127) as is 

traditionally done before computation of a DFT. The purpose of a data window is to 

smooth the spectral estimate obtained from the DFT. The justification for not using a data 

window for the plots of power spectrum estimates (neither DFT nor AR2) was that a 

large number (1 000) of estimates were used in these averages that tended to smooth out 

irregularities without use of a data window. The use of a data window however. would 

have reduced the ripples in the power spectra of figure 23 row 2 and figure 26 row 1. 

For computation of mean fiequency, we also chose not to use a data window because we 

wanted to investigate the properties of the DFT without the complicating effects of a data 



window. However. in preliminary analysis we did do one measurement of error in mean 
frequency estimates, using a Blackman (127) data window. We found that low frequency 
error decreased but high fkequency error increased. This windowing effect will be the 
subject of future study. 

Table 5 

Table 1 : Spectral Distributions 

Distribution Name 

Unimodal 1 
Gamma 

L 

Bimodal Low 

I 

I 
I 

Bimodal Symmetrical 

1 

I 

Amplitude and Range 

.. . - 

xe", x = 0.. 10 



Figure 2 1 Schematic of a second order AR process analyzer (A) and model on the Z- 

plane (B) with conjugate complex roots shown by stars and their position within the unit 
circle. Angle indicates the estimate of the mean fkequency of the power spectrum- The 
power spectrum is computed by evaluating the polynomial along the unit circle from 0 to 
It. 



Figure 22: Row 1 shows examples o f  the five distributions used for simulation data: 
A1 unimodal, B 1 gamma, C 1 bimodal low. Dl bimodal symmetrical, and El bimodal 
high. Vertical scale indicates power and horizontal scale indicates frequency. Rows 2 and 
3 of each column an example time segments computed fiom the theoretical distribution of 
each column. Each time segment is 256 points or 128 rns in length at a sample rate of 
2 kHz. All vertical scales are the same except for those in column B that are expanded 
five times. 



Figure 23: Power spectra of unimodal distribution computed using three methods: 
DFT in column A. AR2 in column B. and AR64 in column C. Row 1 shows 5 individual 
estimates with the theoretical distribution and row 2 shows an average of 1000 spectral 
estimates. In all graphs power is vertical and frequency is horizontal. Segments lengths 

are 256 points sampled at 2kHz. 



Figure 24: One thousand mean frequency estimates of unimodal distribution with a 
segment length of 64 points sampled at 2 kHz. Bandwidth of  input distribution was 
varied randomly. Column A was computed using rectangular DFT and column B was 

computed using AR2. Row 1 show computed mean kquency versus theoretical mean 
frequency, row 2 is the absolute error of the mean frequency estimate versus theoretical 
mean frequency, and row 3 is the absolute error of  the mean frequency estimate versus 
theoretical mean frequency. 
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Figure 25: Effects of non-stationarity on relative error. Data segments of length 256 
sampled at 2 kHz using unimodal distribution with random bandwidth and specified non- 

stationarity. Column A is stationary, column B is a ramp decrease in fiequency at a rate 
of 20% over 256 points, column C is step non-stationary with a set of 4 sub segments 
with Frequency segment fractions of 1.00-0.20, 1.25-0.25, 0.50-0.30, and 0.70-0.25. 
Row 1 shows frequency change with time, row 2 shows component spectra, row 3 shows 
relative error of mean frequency computed using rectanguhr DFT, and row 4 shows 
relative error of mean freguency computed using AR2. 



Figure 26: Effect of input spectrum shape on computed power spec- and relative 

error of mean frequency estimates. Column A is unimodal distribution, Column B is 

gamma distribution. Column C is bimodal low distribution, Column D is bimodal 

symmetrical dismbution, and Column E is bimodal high distribution. Row 1 shows 
theoretical power distribution with averages of 1000 power spectrum estimates using 

DFT and AR2. Row 2 is relative error computed using rectangular DFT and row 3 is 

relative error using AR2. Estimates computed using 256 point segments, sampled at 
2 kHz with stationary signals. 



Figure 27: Spectral estimates of step non-stationary data segments, influence of input 
power distribution. Step non-stationary is 4 sub segments with frequency segment 
fractions of 1.00-0.20, 1.25-0.25, 0.50-0.30, and 0.70-0.25. Data segments of length 256. 
Column A is unimodal distribution, column B is gamma distribution, and column C is 
bimodal low distribution. Row 1 shows component spectrum contributions, row 2 shows 
averages of 1000 spectrum estimates using rectangular DFT on linear axis and row 3 
shows same on a logarithmic axis. Row 4 shows 5 individual estimates on a linear axis. 
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Project 3: Use of 66Turns Rate Analysis" as a method of quantifying 
respiratory muscle electromyograms. 

Introduction 
Electromyography (EMG) is a valuable tool for assessing respiratory muscle 

function. For muscles such as the diaphragm and intercostals that are large with complex 

geometry, EMG is ofien the only indicator of muscle activity. The process of rectifying 

and averaging the EMG signal, the moving average (2 1,68,133), produces a signal that is 

approximate1 y proportional to the muscle force (3 7). 

However, the moving average is a direct measure of EMG amplitude so it is 

directly dependent on all factors that S e c t  amplitude such as electrode characteristics 

and amplifier gain. For this reason fiequency parameters such as power spectra moments 

(1 08) and time series modeling (78,94) have been applied. There is a positive relationship 

between muscle tiber conduction velocity and the first moment of the power spectrum (9. 

10,102. 108). Therefore, recruitment of higher conduction velocity motor units tends to 

shifi the power spectrum to higher mean frequency values with muscle activation (8.96). 

Although measurable. this relationship is small and noisy making the power spectrum a 

poor indicator of muscle activation. However. frequency based measures of EMG are 

attractive because of their indifference to amplitude variability. One parameter worth 

consideration is turns counting analysis. 

Turns Counting Analysis 

Turns counting analysis originated fiom a clinical electrornyography setting 

where individual action potentials are analyzd for shape an timing. It was developed by 

Willison (166) in 1963 who recognized the need to do quantitative electromyogram 

analysis at higher levels of muscle activation when motor unit action potentials overlap. 

Tums analysis is a line analysis technique where the raw signal is searched for events. 

Turns are changes in direction of the signal that exceed a certain threshold value so turns 

analysis models the electromyogram as a series of biphasic pulses. Turns analysis is a 

count of the biphasic pulses that exceed a minimum threshold. Willison argued that turns 

analysis was superior to other line analysis techniques such as counting zero crossings 
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because while ideally both techniques should yield similar results, baseline shifts cause 

zero crossings to be missed while turns counting is not affected. 

The performance of the turn rate algorithm is dependent on the choice of turn 

threshold. Willison used a mechanical ratchet device to count turns fiom photographic 

records of electromyograms. An intentional backlash caused deflections of less than 100 

microvolts to be ignored. Fuglsang-Frederiksen (56) found that turns counts were much 

more consistent between patients when expressed as a function of percent of maximal 

activation. We therefore investigated the performance of a turn counting algorithm using 

thresholds that were a fiaction of the peak moving average EMG of the diaphragm during 

resting breathing. We studied EMG from both the costal and cfural diaphragm and 

compared turn rate counting to moving average measurements as estimates of muscle 

activation. 

Methods 

Surgical Implantation 

The project was approved by the animal care committee at the University of 

Calgary. Each mongrel canine had pairs of bipolar fine wire electromyogram (EMG) 

electrodes and sonomicromeuy transducers implanted in left costal and crural diaphragm 

segments. This technique of chronic sonomicrometry and EMG implantation, and the 7- 

10 day progressive recovery of diaphragm segmental shonening. has been described in 

detail elsewhere (47,89). Briefly, under general anesthesia, the left hemidiaphragm was 

exposed through a mid-abdominal incision and ultrasonic transducers were implanted 

between muscle fibers on the lateral portion of the costal segment corresponding roughly 

to the second stemocostal branch of the phrenic nerve (67), approximately midway 

between central tendon and chest wall, and in the posterior, perivertebral region of the 

crural segment. On each segment immediately adjacent to each pair of transducers, a fine 

wire stainless steel bipolar EMG electrode was attached. All implants were secured by 

fine, synthetic, non-fibrogenic sutures (Prolene, Ethicon Ltd.), wires were externalized, 

and the animals were recovered. 
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Measurement techniques. 

We obtained recordings from 9 awake canines after the dogs were fully recovered 

fiom implantation, an average of 15.5 days after surgery (89). All measurements of 

ventilation and respirato y muscle function were perfomed at laboratory temperature of 

1 8-20 CO. with the animals awake and breathing quietly, while lying in the right lateral 

decubitus position, which placed the implanted hemidiaphragm in a non dependent 

position. The animals were familiar with the Iocation. routine and personnel of the 

recordings. The animals breathed spontaneously through a snout mask, which was 

connected through a one way valve to a low resistance open breathing circuit 

(Cl cmH20/L/s) which incorporated a pneumotachograph (Fleisch #2) and a piezoelectric 

differential pressure transducer (Model l63PCO 1 D36, Honeywell Microswitch) 

connected across the pnewnotachograph to provide measurement of inspiratory airflow. 

On the expiratory limb, C02 was sampled and andyzed continuously (Model CD-3A 

C 0 2  analyzer. AMETEWThermox Instruments Division, Pittsburgh. PA). In a single 

animal. ventiIatory and diaphragmatic responses to hypercapnia were elicited by 

entraining an increased FIC02 to generate an end tidal Cot of approximately 7%. 

Dynamic measurement within the respiratory muscles. of the changing distance between 

the sonomicrometer transducers of each pair, was provided by measuring the speed of 

transmission of ultrasonic waves using a sonomicrometer (Model 120, Triton 

Technology. San Diego, CA) (47). The output signal of the sonomicrometer was offset. 

amplified and then sampled to computer. 

Using computer software for data acquisition (Datasponge, Bioscience Analysis 

Sohrare. Calgary, Canada), all signals were monitored in real time on the computer 

display and simultaneously collected to hard disk on a microcomputer (IBM, White 

plains. NY) equipped with a single board A/D system (Model MIO-16-H-9, National 

Instruments, Galveston, TX). Inspiratory airflow, and costal and crural length and EMG 

were recorded continuously to the disk at sampling rates of 100 Hz. 

For measurement of EMG, the fine wire bipolar electrode pair was amplified 100 

times by an AC differential pre-amplifier (model 1700, AM Systems, Everett WA). 
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Power line interference was abolished by carehl shielding techniques and the use of 

differential preamplifiers with a high common mode signal rejection of 1 10 dB. 

Thereafter the signal was filtered to attenuate movement artifact and sonomicrometry 

noise and perform anti-alias filtering, using a 6-pole, low pass Bessel filter at 700 Hz 

(model 746,LT-4, Frequency Devices Incorporated, Haverhill MA) and a matching, 6- 

pole, high pass filter at 25 Hz. The EMG signals were further amplified 10 to 100 times 

until the output raw signal was in a voltage range of 1-2V peak. EMG signals dong with 

electrocardiogram were sampled at rates of 3 or 4 kHz to computer. 

Data Processing 

EMG data was processed digitally using dedicated s o b a r e  written in C and C++ 

and operated under Windows NT4.0 on a personal computer. Moving average and tums 

rate were computed by dividing the EMG data into 50 msec segments that were either 

150 or 200 samples in length depending on sample rate. Moving average was computed 

by taking the absolute value of all points in the data segment and finding the mean. Turns 

count rate was computed by counting the number of change in direction of the signal that 

exceeded a certain value that we titled the "minimum turn amplitude" (MTA). The 

number of turns in the data segment was multiplied by the inverse of the segment period. 

(1150 msec), to express the turns rate in turns per second. Strip chart type data files of 

these parameters were generated, allowing visualization of the tums rate along with the 

original raw EMG, flow and length data. A more detailed description of the turns rate 

algorithm and a code fragment are presented in Appendix A. 

A moving average of the EMG was processed first, then inspected to determine 

the peak value of the moving average during normal room air breathing. Nine multiples 

of this peak value were then employed as minimum turn amplitudes (MTT) in the 

subsequent turns rate analysis processing. These multiples were 0.25, 0.35, 0.50, 0.71, 

1 -00. 1 -4 1. 2.00, 2.83, and 4.0. Thus each MTA, beginning from 0.25 of the peak moving 

EMG. increased by a factor of  the square root of 2, which ensure that the turns rate 

analysis was done across a wide range of amplitudes. 
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Analysis 

After the EMG pre-processing, the suite of programs averaged all inspiratory 

values per animal. EMG data points within a specified time, 100 msec, of cardiac QRS 

complexes were not included in the analysis. For each animal, the turns rate throughout 

inspiration was calculated at all MTA values. After calculation, mean values were 

exported for review and figure output to spreadsheet software (Microsoft Excel, 

Microsoft, Redmond, WA), and to the PC version of SAS (142) for statistical analysis. 

Mean values for turn rate count fiom each animal. were compared across the nine MTA 

thresholds at iso-time, by a two-way analysis of variance with repeated measures on one 

factor (1 42). 

Then, to fonnally express the relationship between minimum turn amplitude 

(MTA) and turn count rate, we calculated "sensitivity". That is, the mean turns count rate 

was calculated at 500msec from the beginning of inspiration, for minimum turn 

amplitudes of 0.25. 0.35. 0.50, 0.71. 1.00. 1.41, 2.00. 2.83, and 4.0, multiplied by resting 

peak moving average EMG per MTA threshold. then a slope was generated by linear 

regression across each three threshold values. then these slopes were normalized giving 

sensitivity of turns count to change in MTA threshold expressed as a percentage. 

Results 
Resting EMG was recorded in 9 animals, mean weight 3 1 kg. For the group, mean 

(standard deviation) minute ventilation (VI) was 8.7 ( I  .4) L/min., respiratory frequency 

was 22 (1 - 5 )  breathdmin., tidal volume was 0.41 (0.10) L. Mean tidal shortening of costal 

diaphragm was 5.6 (5.1) % of baseline end expiratory length; mean c d  shortening per 

breath was 4.8 (3.7) %. 

Turns counting algorithm. 

The algorithm expressed in appendix 1 identified turns as shown graphically in 

Figure 28. By design, the turn detection algorithm counted as a turn any change in 

direction of the respiratory EMG waveform that exceeded the value of the minimum turn 

amplitude (MTA), which functioned as a threshold for turn identification. Figure 28 

shows a detailed view of raw costal electromyogram and each of the turns identified 
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within that data segment, while employing an MTA of 1 volt. Precisely, each individual 

turn is located just after each EMG peak, at the a point on the EMG that falls 1 volt short 

of the peak - 1 volt less than the peak if it is an upward peak or 1 volt above the peak if it 

is a downward peak. As can be seen in the turns count "ruler" which is the bottom trace 

in the figure, all EMG peaks that exceed the threshold are counted identically as a single 

turn. so that an epoch of raw EMG with a single dominant wave only contributes one 

turn, while epochs with many waveforms or ripples exceeding the threshold generate 

large turns rates. 

Reducing the minimum turn amplitude (MTA) increased the number of counted 

turns. Figure 29 shows a costal electromyogram fiom a representatvie animal with turn 

rates computed using three different MTA threshold values: 250mV, 500mV, and 

1000mV. The peak moving average for this subject was lOOOmV so these thresholds 

correspond to 0.25. 0.50. and 1.0 tiactions of peak moving average. The highest turn rates 

shown in the uppermost trace correspond to the lowest MTA threshold that was evidently 

the most sensitive. Doubling the "sensitivity" by halving the MTA. fiom lOOOmV to 

500mV or fiom 500mV to 250mV. increased turns rate trace but did not double the 

computed rates. In some regions, notably e.g. the vicinity of the cardiac depolarization on 

the right hand side of the figure. all three thresholds registered the same number of turns. 

Turn count threshold and Moving Average EMG 

The apparent correlation between minimum turns amplitude threshold and peak 

moving average EMG seen in Figure 2 was examined formally. For example, as  shown 

for a single animal during resting breathing in Figure 30, a complete set of turn rate 

curves were generated by incremental changes in the minimum turns threshold. Here 

turns counts were done at intervals of 50 ms throughout the breath, at each of 9 different 

MTA threshold values. The moving average is shown in the graphic by the heavy solid 

line; the peak moving average value was 1.75 volts. The threshold MTA values were 

fractions of the peak moving average corresponding to 0.25,0.35, 0.50, 0.71, 1.00, 1.41, 

2.00, 2.83, and 4.0 of the peak. Since the lowest threshold value was the most sensitive in 

turns identification, the turns count curve corresponding to the lowest threshold (0.25 
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times peak) is uppermost in the figure. For this animal, and indeed for the entire group. 

the turns count curves never cross. As wellt all the turns rate curves approximately track 

moving average EMG. For the group, mean values for turn rate at each of the nine MTA 

thresholds were compared at iso-time; at the time corresponding to peak moving EMG, 

the turn count rates were significantly different (costal and crural p< 0.0001). 

Turns count saturation at high VT. 

At high minute ventilation and large tidal volume, the tums rate showed some 

evidence of saturation. For example, in a single animal. resting breathing was followed by 

a period of sustained, steady state C02 stimulated ventilation, by entraining an increased 

FIC02. From a resting VT 0.33 L at CO2 33 mmHg, ventilation increased to a VT of 

0.63 L at 54.5 mmHg. The moving average and turn counts are seen in Figure 3 1. Review 

of the upper curves in this figure suggest that turns rate fails to reflect increasing EMG 

activity. as evidenced by the increased amplitude of the moving average EMG, at high 

C02. 

This tendency of turns rate to saturate at very large tidal volume was apparent 

during a sigh, recorded in another animal during resting breathing. From a resting VT of 

0.36 L. with a corresponding tidal shortening of crural diaphragm of 4.5 % of resting 

length. a sigh elicited a single VT of 1.4 L. and shortening of 10.6 %. As seen in 

Figure 32 and Figure 33, turns rates showed saturation with such a huge breath. In 

Figure 32, the turns rate profile of the sigh was not substantially greater than the 

surrounding normal breaths. In figure 33, it appears that the action potentials in the latter 

"breath upon a breath" portion of the sigh are of greater amplitude than early in the sigh. 

Yet, the number of action potentials that can be resolved does not increase much during 

the later portion of the sigh. Since an action potential of any size greater than the 

minimum turn threshold value only accounts for a single turn, the tums rate cannot hlly 

reflect the degree of activation late in the sigh, so the turns rate is seen to saturate. 

Resistance of turns count to cardiac intederence. 

However, the apparent indifference of the tums count algorithm to large or small 

peaks noted previously during the sigh, has important implications for turns counting in 
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the evaluation of respiratory EMG. On the right hand side of the sigh figure 33, a cardiac 

QRS complex is noted in the raw electrornyogram and appears as a large spike the 

moving average trace. In contrast, the turns rate trace barely registers the cardiac artifact. 

This is illustrated more clearly in figure 34. In this example, there is serious 

electrocardiogram cormption detected throughout the raw EMG signal, causing 

substantial artifact in the moving average EMG signal. In fact, the moving average trace 

is severely corrupted by cardiac interference with cardiac spikes larger then the peak 

moving average- While the moving average EMG envelopes are resolvable by eye with 

the aid of the electrocardiogram trace, it would be very difficult to develop a 

computerized. automated algorithm that would accurately q u a d @  this respiratory 

moving EMG activity without being confounded by the cardiac artifact. By contrast, the 

EKG artifact had little impact upon the turns rate. This desirable insensitivity of the turns 

rate to cardiac artifact arises for the same reason as the turn count saturation in the 

preceding sigh. The QRS complex introduces only 1-2 spurious turns, regardless of the 

amplitude of the cardiac interference. Therefore. the ratio of peak EMG to cardiac spikes 

in the moving average is about 1 to 0.75 while in the turns rate trace it is about 1 to 0.25 - 

a difference in signal to noise ratio of more than 5 times, in favor of the turns rate in 

analyzing this respiratory EMG. 

Sensitivity of turns count rate to minimum turn threshold. 

The sensitivity of the turns rate count to changes in minimum turn threshold was 

evaluated. Figures 35 and 36 show of turn rates measured at 500msec plotted against 

minimum turn amplitude for all test subjects. In both figures the relationship between 

turns rate and minimum turn amplitude is not linear - lower MTA thresholds yield 

progressively smaller increases in numbers of turns counted. For example on the costal 

the average turn rate is 251 turns per second at a threshold of peak moving average, and 

the average change is 110 turns per second per unit EMG. However, at a factor of 0.5 

peak, the turns rate oniy rises to 320 turns per second. Thus, halving the MTA threshold 

only increased the number of turns by 27%. In contrast, doubling the MTA threshold to 

twice the peak did reduce the turns rate to about half or 168 turns per second. Similar 
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results were observed for data fiom the c r u d  diaphragm. In theory, this might suggest 

that choosing MTA threshold values that were small fractions of the peak EMG would 

yield count rates progressively less sensitive to changes or inaccuracies in the threshold 

value. However practical limitations of the EMG prevail. In several subjects, baseline 

noise caused erroneously high turn count rates with small MTA threshold values. 

Therefore. moderate MTA threshold values in the range of 0.5 to 1 of peak moving 

average EMG are recommended, since moderate insensitivity to errors in the threshold 

value are retained, yet the threshold value remains well above the noise floor of the EMG. 

Discussion 

Summary 

A method of EMG quantification called turns analysis was applied to respiratory 

muscle EMG. Turns are sensitive at low levels of activation but progressively less 

sensitive at higher levels. Turns are relatively unaffected by cardiac interference 

compared to moving average. Turns rate is dependent on the size of turn accepted. or the 

turn gap threshold, but at progressively smaller turn gap thresholds there is a progressive 

insensitivity of the turn rate to the turn gap threshold. A turn gap threshold of 0.5 to 1 

times peak moving average was recommended. 

Turns and Motor Unit Action Potentials 

Within an electromyogram, each peak of a motor unit action potential that is 

greater than the turns gap threshold and resolvable fiom other peaks contributes a count 

to a turns counting algorithm. If each motor unit action potential contributed one 

quaIi@ing turn and if all peaks were individually distinguishable, turns rate would be a 

measure of the total number of motor unit action potentials per unit time. In reality 

several factors will challenge these assumptions making turns rate an indicator of the total 

number of action potentials per unit time. Most action potential have multiple phases but 

the phases are different sizes so only those exceeding the threshold will be counted. With 

increased numbers of motor units firing the probability of peaks overlapping increases so 

peaks are progressively less resolvable at higher levels of activation. Therefore, at low 
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levels of activation tums rate represents some factor times the number of action potentials 

per unit time and at higher levels of activation, progressively underestimates the number 

of action potentials per unit time. 

Choice of Moving Average Peak for Minimum Turn Amplitude Threshold 

Initially our choice of turn gap threshold was arbitrary. We knew that motor unit 

action potentials vary in size so most would be a fraction of the high of the peak of the 

EMG waveform. However, the peak of the raw EMG waveform is determined by the 

amplitude of the tallest motor unit action potential and may not be representative of 

amplitudes of other motor unit action potentials. The rectified average or moving average 

is representative of the group motor unit potential amplitudes so we decided to choose 

some fraction of the moving average for tum gap threshold. The moving average is 

normally about a third of the amplitude of the raw EMG waveform so using the peak of 

the moving average as a turn gap threshold seemed like a reasonable value. Later analysis 

shown in figures 35 and 36 indicates this was a good choice. 

The peak moving average value was obtained during resting breathing fkom all 

test subjects. To apply turns in other circumstances a similar standard maneuver is 

required to choose a turn gap threshold - EMG moving average during a controlled force 

contraction is a possibility. For example the EMG moving average measured at a muscle 

force of 20% of maximum could be used. This is an important consideration in the 

application of turns rate analysis. 

Comparison of Turns Rates 

We measured an average turn rate of 25 1 turns per second in the costal diaphragm 

and 246 tums per second in the c r u d  diaphragm with standard deviations of 59 and 41 

respectively. This corresponds well with the results of Rose and Willison (141) who had 

patients maintained standard sized loads with 4 muscles; 2 kg with the biceps, triceps. 

and tibialis anterior muscles, and 5 kg with the vastus lateralis muscle. These 

corresponded to contractions of 5 to 15% of maximal. For all muscles in healthy 

individuals, turns counts ranged from 150 to 550 turns per second, averaging 275 with a 

standard deviation of 60. They did note high within patient variance. Fuglsang- 
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Frederiksen (56) found that turns counts were much more consistent between patients 

when expressed as a fbnction of percent of maximal activation. Our choice of turns gap 

threshold as a fiaction of peak moving average during normal breathing is similar and 

might explain ow high repeatability. 

Saturation with Activation 

Progressive overlap of motor unit action potentials causes turns to be missed fiom 

the count at higher levels of activation. We found that turn rates began to diverge slightly 

fiom moving average with CO2 stimulated breathing at 7?!40 end tidal and subsrantially 

with augmented breaths. This is consistent with the observations of others. Fuglsang- 

Frederiksen (56) and Garcia (63) observed that turns begin to show saturation effects and 

plateau at around 50% maximum activation and Christensen (30) found that turns 

saturated at about 40 to 60% of maximum contraction. 

Saturation of turns rate with higher activation may not be a serious disadvantage 

in respiratory physiology because in many clinical situations, 50% maximum contraction 

is well beyond the norm. Below this, turns rate has sensitivity to activation - although 

somewhat curvilinear. For example at intermediate C02  stimulation of 7% end tidal turns 

diverge only slightly from moving average. 

Cardiac Insensitivity 

Turns analysis is not a traditional method of quantifying electromyograms in the 

study of respiratory physiology. There are however, several reasons why application of 

turns count may be advantageous. Turns count has a remarkable insensitivity to cardiac 

interference. At most, a cardiac R-wave will contribute 1 turn to a turn count algorithm, 

regardless of its size relative to the EMG. This is a smaIl number relative to the number 

of motor unit action potentials counted within EMG activity. This insensitivity comes 

without any sophisticated signal processing. Mechanical interference is often in the form 

of large amplitude spikes in the EMG waveform. Again, the turns count algorithm will 

add a turn or two to the count but that will be small relative to those registered from 

legitimate EMG activity. 
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Bipolar Filter Effect 

Filtering affects such as the bipolar filtering effect modulate the EMG signal with 

change in muscle length. This has direct consequences on spectral interpretation and 

quantification. As long as peaks in the waveform exceed the turn gap threshold, the turn 

count algorithm will count them. Turns rate will not be modulated by spectral shift. 

Airflow and Turns Rate 

The object of EMG quantification is not always muscle activity but some indirect 

output variable related muscle work. For example, in the study of respiration such 

variables as air pressure or tracheal airflow are of interest. While the turns rate fails to 

track EMG moving average during augmented breath in figure 32, it shows remarkable 

similarity to inspiratory airflow. Under normal room air breathing the tums rate may 

therefore be the better indicator of airflow. 



Figure 28: (A) Schematic illustrating turn count identification, and (B) high 

resolution strip chart of raw electromyogram with ruler identifying each counted turn. In 

B, the top trace is an electromyogram obtained tiom the costal diaphragm during resting 

breathing. Scale indicates voltage after amplification. Each peak in the bottom trace 

indicates where a turn was identified using a minimum turn amplitude of 1 volt. 



Figure 29: Strip chart showing an electromyogram and turn count rates calculated 

using 3 different minimum turn amplitude thresholds. The bottom trace is an 

electromyogam recorded fkom the costal diaphragm during resting breathing. The scale 

indicates voltage after amplification. The top three traces are turn count rates plotted on a 

common scale using minimum turn amplitude of 25OmV, 500mV, and 1000mV. The 

most sensitive threshold (250mV) corresponds to the topmost trace. Turn count rate was 

calculated on data segments of SOmsec, and expressed in turns per second- 



Figure 30: Mean intrabreath values of moving average EMG and turns count rates 

calculated at nine different minimum turn amplitudes, fkom the crud diaphragm during 

resting breathing. Turn count rates are shown as thin lines with symbols, corresponding to 

the lefi scale in turns per second. Moving average is showm by the heaky solid line. 

comesponding to the right scale in volts. 



Figure 3 1 : Comparison of  crud  EMG moving average and ~m count rate between 

room air and C02 stimulated breathing. Heavy solid lines show moving average, thin 

lines with dots show tums count rate; the upper traces correspond to CO2 stimulated 

breathing. During COz stimulation, both tums rate count and moving average EMG 

increased: rums rate count may show some saturation with C02. 



Figure 32: A sigh during resting breathing. Traces from bottom to top are inspiratory 

airflow. raw crural EMG, turns count, moving average EMG, and electrocardiogram. 

Turns rate shows some saturation compared to the moving average EMG for the sigh.. 



Figure 33: An expanded view of the sigh of figure 32. All traces as in figure 32. The 

cardiac complex on the right side of the figure manifests as a biphasic pulse that is 

counted as a turn, but substantially increases the EMG moving average. 
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Figure 34: Resting breathing and EMG with cardiac interference. All traces as in 

figure 32. Cardiac artifact is prominent in the moving average EMG, compared to the 

turns rate count, 
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Figure 35: Sensitivity of turns rate to changes in minimum tums amplitude. for costal 

diaphragm, in all subjects. Upper panel shows turns counts at several minimum turn 

amplitudes. Vertical scale: tums per second, horizontal scale: minimum turn amplitudes 

as a fraction of peak moving average EMG. A curve relating turns count and minimum 

turn amplitudes is shown for each subject. In the lower panel, normalized slope per 

minimum turn amplitude threshold is shown as sensitivity. 
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Figure 36: Sensitivity of turns rate to changes in minimum turns amplitude, for crural 

diaphragm, in all subjects. Same scales as in figure 35. 
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Project 4: Practical significance of the bipolar electrode filter effect on 
diaphragm EMG assessed during postural change. 

Introduction 
Assessment of respiratory muscle function is often done using EMG but accurate 

quantification is difficult because there are many sources of error. Change in muscle 

length is one such source of error. Through a well documented property called the bipolar 

filter effect. (128,163), electrodes that are separate and free to move with muscle will 

detect an electromyogram signal with a power spectnun that is modulated by changing 

inter electrode distance. The effect is predictable and well understood so that it is often 
used to measure muscle fiber conduction velocity using a method called dips analysis 

(1 02.170). With dips analysis an electrode of fixed separation is used. 

Given the problem a length modulated spectrum. Sinderby et a1 (1 50) recommend 

using only electrodes of fixed separation such as the one they designed with a separation 

of 5 or 10 rnrn. This electrode requires that the muscle slide by the electrode during 

contraction. While such an electrode may be fine for acute experimentation, such a large 

mass may not be reliable for chronic instrumentation. For example, complications fiom 
fibrosis. may reduce electrical integrity of the muscle electrode interface. or worse. cause 

adhesion to the muscle mass and directly interfering with the physiology in question. For 

both chronic implantation and simple clinical implantation, the less cumbersome fine 

wire electrodes are popular. They are relatively easy to implant and are no more invasive 

than a standard suture. 

Given the ease and reliability of fine wire EMG electrodes our approach is to find 

the maximum extent that the power spectrum will be affected by a large length change. in 
the absence of any other change, this will generate an outside figure for spectral 

disruption due to length change. Spectral changes beyond this figure then have to be 

attributed to other, possibly physiological, factors. 

Change of posture fiom the lateral decubitus to the upright provides a convenient 

means change length of the diaphragm muscle with fairly constant activation. Change of 

posture elicits a well-coordinated response by the respiratory system to maintain 

ventilation. In normal humans ventilation increases slightly (7). The expiratory muscles 

of the abdomen exert both tonic and phasic expiratory forces that compensate for the 

geometrical change (39, 40, 50, 51, 52). Tonic activity of the abdominal muscles 

squeezes the abdominal contents inwards and upwards into the chest cavity. This 

stretches the diaphragm and puts it on a more advantageous position on its force length 
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relationship. The diaphragm however, is still about 10% shorter than it is in the supine 

posture (52). Phasic expiratory activity of the abdomen and triangularis stemi muscles 

also facilitates ventilation. Farkas and DeTroyer estimate that the contribution to of the 

expiratory muscles to inspiration is 60% (50) of which they estimate 87% is due to the 

abdominal muscles (51). Fitting et al (52) also concluded that the primary compensation 

of the respiratory system when moved to the upright was due to the abdominal muscles- 

Our fust objective was to verify the reduction in resting diaphragm length during 

sitting and confirm that no compensatory increase in muscle activation occurred- Without 

a compensatory change in activation due to postural change, we could compare centroid 

frequency values at substantially different lengths. Thus we could ten the impact of the 
bipolar electrode effect on centroid frequency. 

Methods 

Surgical Implantation 

The project was approved by the animal w e  committee at the University of 

Calgary. Each mongrel canine had pairs of bipolar fine wire e l e c t r o m y o ~  (EMG) 
electrodes and sonomicrometry transducers implanted in left costal and c r u d  diaphragm 

segments. This technique of chronic sonomicrometry and EMG implantation, and the 7- 
10 day progressive recovery of diaphragm segrnentd shortening, has been described in 

detail elsewhere (47,89). Briefly, under general anesthesia, the left hemidiaphragm was 

exposed through a mid-abdominal incision and ultrasonic transducers were implanted 

between muscle fibers on the lateral portion of the costal segment corresponding roughly 

to the second sternocostal branch of the phrenic nerve (67), approximately midway 

between central tendon and chest waI1, and in the posterior, perivertebd region of the 

crural segment. On each segment immediately adjacent to each pair of transducers. a fine 

wire stainless steel bipolar EMG electrode was attached. All implants were secured by 

fine, synthetic, non-fibrogenic sutures (Prolene, Ethicon Ltd.), wires were externalized, 

and the animals were recovered. 

Measurement techniques 

We obtained recordings fiorn 8 awake canines after the dogs were fully recovered 

from implantation, an average of 15.5 days after surgery (89). All measurements of 

ventilation and respiratory muscle function were performed at laboratory temperature of 

18-20 CO. with the animals awake and breathing quietly, while lying in the right lateral 

decubitus (RLD) position and while seated. The animals were familiar with the location, 
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routine and personnel of the recordings. The animals breathed spontaneously through a 

snout mask, which was connected through a one way valve to a low resistance open 
breathing circuit (<lcmH20/Ws) which incorporated a pneumotachograph (Fleisch #2) 
and a piezoelectric differential pressure transducer (Model l63PCO 1 D36, Honeywell 

Microswitch) connected across the pneumotachograph to provide measurement of 

inspiratory airflow. On the expiratory limb, C 0 2  was sampled and analyzed continuously 

(Model CD-3A C02  analyzer, AMETEK/Thermox Instruments Division, Pittsburgh. 

PA). Dynamic measurement within the respiratory muscles, of the changing distance 
between the sonomicrometer transducers of each pair, was provided by measuring the 
speed of transmission of ultrasonic waves using a sonomicrometer (Model 120, Triton 
Technology, San Diego. CA) (47). The output signal of the sonomicrometer was offset. 

amplified and then sampled to computer. 

Using computer software for data acquisition (Datasponge, Bioscience Analysis 

Software, Calgary, Canada). all signals were monitored in real time on the computer 

display and simultaneously collected to hard disk on a microcomputer (IBM. White 
pIains. NY) equipped with a single board AID system (Model MIO-16-H-9, National 
Instruments. Galveston, TX). Inspiratory airflow, and costal and crural length and EMG 
were recorded continuously to the disk at sampling rates of 100 Hz. 

For measurement of EMG, the fine wire bipolar electrode pair was amplified 100 

times by an AC differential pre-amplifier (model 1700, AM Systems, Everett WA). 

Power line interference was abolished by careful shielding techniques and the use of 
differential preamplifiers with a high common mode signal rejection of 110 dB. 

Thereafter the signal was filtered to attenuate movement artifact and sonomicrometry 

noise and perform anti-alias filtering, using a 6-pole, low pass Bessel filter at 700 Hz 
(model 746,LT-4, Frequency Devices Incorporated, Haverhill MA) and a matching, 6- 

pole. high pass filter at 25 Hz. The EMG signals were further amplified 10 to 100 times 

until the output raw signal was in a voltage range of 1-2V peak. EMG signals along with 

electrocardiogram were sampled at rates of 3 or 4 kHz to computer. 

Processing of ventilation, length, and EMG. 

The flow signal was evaluated for respiratory timing using our analysis software 

programs and digitally integrated; inspiratory time (TI), expiratory time (TE), total breath 

time (TToT), respiratory frequency (FREQ), tidal volume (Vf ), and minute ventilation 
WI) were calculated breath-by-breath. Using the recorded flow and length signals, the 
s o h a r e  identified the baseline, resting length of the inspiratory muscles at end 
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expiration, then shortening for each breath was expressed as a percentage change fiom 
resting length entitled. These calculations have been described in detail elsewhere 

(47.89). 

EMG data u.as processed digitally using dedicated software written in C and C++ 

and operated under Windows NT4.0 on a personal computer. Moving average and turns 

rate were computed by dividing the EMG data into 50 msec segments that were either 

150 or 200 samples in length depending on sample rate. Moving average was computed 
by taking the absolute value of all points in the data segment and finding the mean. 

Centroid frequency was calculated for each 50 msec data segment using a discrete Fourier 

transform with a rectangular window and then taking the ratio of the first spectral 

moment to the total spectral power. Strip chart type data files of these parameters were 

generated, allowing visualization of the centroid fiequency along with the original raw 
EMG. flow and length data. 

Analysis 

After the EMG pre-processing, the suite of programs averaged all values of all 
breaths per animal, fiom each posture. EMG data points within a specified time. 

100 msec. of cardiac QRS complexes were not included in the analysis. From the airflow 

signal, all computed parameters were divided into inspiration and expiration, and then all 

inspiratory values were averaged at 50 msec intervals to generate timing "profiles" fiom 
the beginning of inspiration. Group data is presented as mean profiles summarizing all 

animals, per posture. Results for length and shortening were normalized to the length at 

end expiration in the RLD posture. Moving average EMG results were normalized to the 

average value per animal in a 100 msec period of 450 to 550 msec after the beginning of 

inspiration in the RLD posture. Centroid fiequency was not normalized and is presented 
in units of Hertz 

Group mean inspiratory profiles of length, EMG moving average and EMG 
centroid frequency were compared using 500 msec segments that occurred fiom 

250 msec to 750 msec after the beginning of inspiration. This intrabreath ponion was 

chosen to be approximately "mid-breath, encompassing moderate to peak flow in each 

breath, while deliberately excluding the lowest flow and minimal EMG activity seen at 

the onset of each inspiration. 

After calculation, mean values were exported for review and figure output to 

spreadsheet software (Microsoft Excel, Microsofi, Redrnond, WA), and to the PC version 

of SAS (142) for statistical analysis. Mean values length and moving average EMG for 



each diaphragm segment were compared between the two postures by paired t test, at iso- 

time 500 msec after the onset of inspiration. Similarly, mean centroid frequency values 

for costal and c r u d  segments were compared between postures by paired t test. (1 42). 

Results 

Resting ventilation was recorded in 9 animals, mean weight 30 kg. Length and 

EMG recordings in two postures were available fiom costal diaphragm in 6 animals, fkom 
crural diaphragm in 6 animals. For the group, mean (standard deviation) minute 

ventilation (VI) was 9.0 (2.1 ) L/rnin., respiratory frequency was 25 -5 (3.8) breaths!min.. 

tidal volume was 0.36 (0.10) L in the RLD position; while sining, VI. frequency and tidal 

volume were 9.6 (1.5) Vmin.. 22.5 (5.4) breathdmin., and 0.45 (0.12) L, respectively. 

Mean tidal shortening of costal and crural diaphragm were 5.4 (6.4) % and 3.4 (2.5) % of 

baseline end expiratory length. in IUD, compared to 9.9 (9.6) % and 5.2 (3.6) % while 
seated. 

Segmental Resting Length Change with Posture 

Moving from RLD to seated posture. mean c r u d  diaphragm length decreased 

9.1 %. p<0.011, and costal diaphragm length decreased 5.9%, p40.0 1 7. Thus, the 
magnitude change in segmental resting length which occurred while moving fiom RLD 
to SIT was equivalent to the length changes that accompanied resting tidal breathing. 

Normalized intrabreath profiles o f  crural segmental in both RLD and SIT postures are 

shown in figure 37. In the IUD posture, mean resting length, i.e. separation of the crural 

implants at end expiration, was 10.7 mrn, range 7.6-14.4 mrn. The length values s h o w  in 
the figure are all normalized to end expiration length in the RLD posture. Thus, the 

average length of the crural diaphragm in the mid-breath period of  250-750 msec fiom 

the onset of inspiration was 0.985 normalized units in the RLD posture and 0.893 

normalized units in the sining posture - a reduction of 0.09 1 normalized units or 9.1 %, 

@<0.011). 

Similar results were seen for costal diaphragm implants. The end expiration 

crystal separation in RLD was 8.3 mm, range 4.8- 1 0.9 mrn. Average mid breath length 

was 0.974 normalized units in the IUD posture and 0.916 normalized units in the sitting 

posture - a reduction of 0.059 normalized units or 5.9%, @<0.017). 

Mid breath Moving Average EMG 

In contrast to the significant change in segmental resting length with posture 

change. there was no substantial change in diaphragm moving average between the RLD 
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and seated posture at mid-breath. Figure 38 shows cnual moving average EMG 
normalized to the value at 0.5 seconds fiom the beginning of inspiration in the RLD 
posture. Moving to the seated posture, there is some change in activation depending on 

the individual animal but the mean value for the group during SIT is 1.01 1 which is not 
significantly different from the mean vdue in RLD which was 0.949, @<0.599)- Mean 

costal moving average EMG was virtually unchanged with an average value of 0.886 in 
RLD and 0.875 while seated, @<0.923). 

EMG Centroid Frequency 

On this background of substantial change in mid-breath muscle length, there was 

very Little change in centroid fiequency for both segments as shown in figures 39 and 40 

for crural and costal, respectively. In all cases centroid fiequency profiles are seen to be 

essentially flat throughout the 500 msec period. The average c r u d  centroid fiequency in 

the RLD posture was 1 85 Hz and in the sitting posture was 1 93 Hz, a small increase of 
8 Hz or 4.3%, (p(O.08 1 ). In figure 40, which shows profiles of centroid frequency from 

the costal segment. the average centroid fiequency for the group of fine wire EMG was 

16 1 Hz in RLD and 168 Hz sitting, a decrease of 7 Hz or about 4.3%: (p<O. 104) with 

posture change. 

Also illustrated in figure 40. seen in the top trace drawn as heavy lines with square 

symbols, was a profile of costal centroid fiequency recorded fiom a fixed electrode with a 

3 mrn inter electrode spacing. This can be compared to the EMG centroid profile recorded 

simultaneously fiom the same animal using fine wires, indicated by a thick trace with 

circles. The fixed electrode had centroid frequencies of 23 1 Hz and 237 Hz respectively. 

for RLD and SET, values which were higher than those obtained using fine wires with 

greater electrode separation. 

Discussion 

Summary 

On going from RLD to the seated posture there is a large and significant decrease 
in diaphragm length. There is not evidence for a change in activation of the diaphragm to 

compensate for the postural change. We detected slight but insignificant increases in 

EMG centroid frequency with the postural length decrease. The centroid frequency of 

EMG obtained using a small fixed electrode was higher than obtained using fine wires 
but not several times higher. 
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No Compensation for Diaphragm Length Change 

There was not a systematic increase in diaphragm EMG moving average on going 

fiom the RLD posture to the sitting posture. From this we conclude there was not an 
increase in activation of the diaphragm in response to the postural change- We 

acknowledge that one must be cautious of the assumption that EMG moving average is 

indicative of muscle activation when there has been a substantial change in muscle 

length. Brancatisano (20) showed that postural induced reduction in diaphragm length 

could cause dramatic increases in EMG amplitude despite severing of all &erent 

pathways. Apparently the shorter muscle length facilitated greater contact between the 

EMG hook electrodes and the muscle mass increasing the EMG signal. We did not see 
such an increase in EMG. 

We must consider the possibility that some reflexive reduction in diaphragm 

EMG was masked in an equal and opposite way by the previously mentioned electrode 

effect. We are confiident this did not occur because on going fiom RLD to sitting the 

diaphragm is substantially shorter and if anything requires greater activation to achieve 

the same amount of displacement. We see no reason why diaphragm activation would 

decrease and since we did not see an increase we assume that diaphragm activation was 

the same in both postures. Consequently. we conclude that activation of the diaphragm 

was based solely on chemical respiratory control and not on muscle length feedback. 

Practical Bipolar S p t d  Shift with Physiological Shortening 

The first pass band from a bipolar electrode detected signal has a bandwidth that 

is proportional to the muscle fiber conduction velocity and inversely proportional to 

electrode separation (1 02). Sinderby et a1 (1 50,15 1 ) showed that mean muscle fiber action 

potential conduction velocity of the canine costal diaphragm was constant at about 3.4 
meters per second and was not significantly related to muscle length change. They 

demonstrated this using a bipolar electrode array with fixed inter electrode distances of 5, 

10, 15, and 20 mm. They also showed that mean or median frequency measurements 

differed dramatically between signals obtained with different inter electrode separation. 

For example they observed increases of over 150% when changing from an electrode 

separation of I5 rnrn to 5 mrn. This is instructive and dramatic but not representative of 

bipolar electrode movement in practice. Normal tidal shortening of the diaphragm costal 

is about 5% (47) not 150%. Because the bandwidth of the fm lobe of the bipolar 

electrode filter transfer function is inversely proportional to electrode separation. it 

implies change in bandwidth is inversely proportional to change in inter electrode 
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distance. Crudely this means that for small changes in inter electrode distance, 1% 

shortening will cause about 1% shifi of the first lobe bandwidth. We can expect that tidal 

shortening of a 5% will shin the power spectrum up about 5% with all other things being 

equal. 

We can expect use of bipolar electrodes to shift the power spectrum with length 

change but some shifts are more than can be accounted for by the bipolar filter effect 

alone. During fatiguing contractions large shifts of the power spectrum in the order of 20 
to 30% are observed (65,119). Explanation of these large spectral shifts are beyond the 

bipolar filter effect and likely physiological. 

Practical Bipolar Spectral Shift with Resting Length Change 

With postural change to sitting we observed decreases in muscle length of 6% and 

9% for the costal and c r u d  diaphragm segments respectively. With these length 

decreases we observed a small shifi of the power spectra of about 4.3% in both cases. In 

both cases the spectral shifi is well under the predicted 1 % shift per 1 % shortening. 

The theoretical basis for the bipolar electrode filter effect requires that the same 

signals reach both electrodes but slightly time shifted. This is easily visualized as an 
action potential traveling down a fiber and reaching one electrode and then a little later 

the next electrode. With real bipolar electrodes. in real muscle, there will be similarities 

in the waveforms detected by each electrode but muscle heterogeneity and inconsistencies 

in placement will impose difference. Therefore, only a hct ion of the signal detected by 

the electrodes will be common and subject to the bipolar filter effect. In fact, Sinderby et 

a1 (1 50) had to carefilly place and adjust their electrode before they could "tune in" the 

spectral dips that indicate the bipolar electrode interference. Perhaps fiture practice for 

implantation of bipolar electrodes would be to place them slightly off line from the 

muscle fibers to reduce the amount of bipolar electrode filtering. 

Spectral Shift, Muscle Length, and Surface Electrodes 

Large shifts of the EMG power spectrum to higher frequencies have been 

observed with muscle shortening (16,86,126) with evidence that there is an increase in 

muscle tiber conduction velocity at shorter muscle lengths (1 1,97). These spectral shifts 

far exceed the 1 % shift per 1% shonening prediction. Other electrode effects may be the 

reason. In these studies, surface electrodes were used for recording EMG fiom limb 

muscles Movement of the surface electrodes relative to the muscle seems the likely 

reason for these large power spectrum shifts. Modes of motion of the electrodes relative 

to the muscle include change in distance fiom the muscle with skin motion, change in 
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position relative to motor end-plates, and change in inter electrode distance. Relative 

contribution of these different modes of motion is a function of the electrode and 

placement. Surface electrodes move all: these ways. Fine wire, intramuscular electrodes 

change separation with muscle length but keep relatively constant contact with the muscle 
tissue. Fixed electrodes have a constant separation but contact with the muscle must be 

carefully controlled as in the w e  of studies by Sinderby et a1 (150,151). The relative 

advantages, conveniences, and outside sources of error will have to be considered on 
future selection of EMG electrodes. 



Figure 37: Normalized length profiles for c r u d  diaphragm during RLD and SIT for 

all animals. All lengths are normalized to the RLD end expiration length. Vertical axis 
show normalized length; horizontal axis show time fiom beginning of inspiration. The 
average normalized muscle length in the period fiom 250 to 750 msec was 0.985 in RLD 
posture and 0.893 in SIT - a reduction of 0.09 1 normalized units @<0.0 1 I ) .  



SIT 

Figure 38: Profiles of crural EMG moving average during RLD and SIT for all 
animals. Vertical axis show moving average EMG normalized to the value at 500 msec in 

RLD. Horizontal axis shows time fiom beginning of inspiration. The average moving 

average EMG fiom 250 to 750 msec is not significantly different fiom RLD to SIT, 
@<0.599). 



Figure 39: Intrabreath profiles of centroid frequency, fiom 250-750 msec fiom the 
beginning of inspiration. for crud  diaphragm in all animals. Vertical axis shows centroid 
frequency in Hertz and horizontal axis shows time from beginning of inspiration. The 
average mid-breath centroid frequency in RLD was 185 Hz and in SIT was 193 Hz. an 
insignificant increase of 8 Hz, @<O. MI), despite changing muscle length over this time 
period. 



Figure 40: Intrabreath profiles of centroid frequency. fiom 250-750 msec from the 

beginning of inspiration, for costal diaphragm in all animals. Vertical axis shows centroid 
frequency in Hertz and horizontal axis shows time fiom beginning of inspiration. EMGs 
were recorded using standard fine wire electrodes except the top trace, drawn as a thick 

line with square symbols, which was obtained fiom a bead electrode with fixed inter- 

electrode spacing. The corresponding fme wire EMG profile fiom the same animal is 
indicated by a thick trace with solid circles. The average mid-breath costal centroid 

frequency for the fine wires was 161 Hz in RLD and 168 Hz in SIT is 193 Hz not 
significant, (peO.209). Meanwhile, the average centroid frequency in RLD and SIT fiom 
the fixed electrode were 23 1 Hz and 237 Hz, respectively. 



Claims for Original Research 

1. Both magnitude and phase characteristics of the ubiquitous Paynter filter were 

determined. We determined that the Paynter filter is a linear phase with constant time 

delay equal to one half the time constant. A moving averager built with a 100 msec 
Paynter filter has a 50 msec delay. 

2. A filter with superior magnitude comparable phase characteristics was designed as a 

replacement to the Paynter filter. This new filter, using a modified Bessel transfer 

function, provides an estimate of eIectromyogram amplitude with substantidly less 

variance than the Paynter filter. 

3 .  A direct method of computing centroid frequency was developed using a second order 

autoregressive model. This new method is comparable and more computationdl~ 

efficient than using the DFT or FFT. It has potential applications in embedded 

systems. 

4. The roots of the characteristic equation of the second order autoregressive model, 

rather than individual coefficients, were shown to be the best indicators of signal 

properties. This is the basis of centroid frequency estimate method. 

5 .  An algorithm for "turns rate" analysis was coded and applied to respiratory 

electromyograms for the first time. Turns rate is a reasonable indicator of activation 

and superior to the moving average in terms of cardiac and movement artifact 
rejection. 

6. We examined practical implications of the bipolar filter effect on respiratory 

electromyograms obtained using fine wire EMG electrodes. 



Future Directions 

1.  The modified Bessel filter is an analog filter but a digital version of this filter needs to 

be designed for two reasons. Firstly, digital signal processing hardware often takes 

less space than analog hardware - an important design specification in the design of 

portable devices. Secondly, in research raw electromyograrns are often stored directly 

to computer where it is easy to implement a simple but inferior moving average rather 

then a proper filter. 

2 .  A parameter related to turns analysis is called mean amplitude per turn. It is the 

average size of each turn counted and can be computed at the same time. It likely will 

be intermediate between ''turns rate'' and moving average may prove useful. 

3. Two augmented breathes in project three indicated the relationship between ' m s  

rate" moving average at higher levels of activation, but this was not quantified. A 

more detailed study of augmented breaths is required to quantifL this relationship. 

4. The second order autoregressive model has two degrees of freedom. It produces a 

polynomial with either two real roots or a pair of complex conjugate roots. Complex 

roots can be expressed either as real plus complex components in Cartesian or as arc 

len-mh with angle in angular coordinates. The angle component of the angular 

coordinate expression is used as the estimate of centroid frequency. We have ignored 

the arc length component to date but this may provide useful information. It should be 

investigated. 
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Appendix A: Algorithm for Turns Analysis 

Turns counting is a simple algorithm. By d e f ~ t i o n ,  changes in direction that 
exceed a certain threshold value are counted. A signal to be processed is divided into data 
segment of equal length and the tums in each block are counted. Dividing the number of 

turns by the block length expresses the number of tums as a rate. The algorithm used for 
tums counting in a single block is shown in the following code fragment. 

o U i - s e ~ = O ;  
for (coun:=O; count<filt-len; count++) { 

if (tc-up) I 
if (data [count] < tc-minimum ) { 

tc-micimuri = daca [count I ; 
rc-maximum = tc-minimum + tc-gap; 

1 else if (da:a [count] > tc-mzximum) ( 

tc-up = 0; 
tc-maxhrun = data [count I ; 
tc minimum = tc-maximum - tc-gap; - 
out-sez+=1.0; 

1 
1 else I 

if (daza  lcocn~ j > tc-maximui~ 1 { 

tc-maximum = daca [count 1 ; 
tc-minimum = tc-maxim - tc-gap; 

t elss if idaca [count] c tc-minimum) ( 

tc-up = 1; 
tc-mi~irrum = data[counc]; 
tc-maximurr~ = tc-minimum + tc-gap; 
out-set+=l.O; 

I 
t 

? 
out-set = o~t-set - tc-mult; 
A block of electromyogram data is stored in the array data and is of length 

f i 1 t - l e n .  Usually, the electromyogram is sampled at 3000 Hz and divided into blocks 

of length f f  it t e n  = 150 points which span 50 ms. The minimum size of turn that is - 
counted is store by the variable t c  gap and the position of the gap at any time is stored - 
in the variables t c m i n i m u m  and tc maximum. The number of tums that occur within - - 
the time block are accumulated in the variable o u t  set and number of turns per unit - 
time is computed by dividing the number of tums in the block by the time span of the 

block. This is done by multiplying out set by t c mu1 t that is the inverse of the time - - 
period of the block. 
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Each of  the turns counts are stored in data file that parallels the original file of raw 
EMG but at a much lower frequency such at 20 Hz versus 3000 Hz. These lower 
frequency files containing the distilled turns count information that is then correlated with 
respiratory events. The digital filters are implemented in the program called DSFIR 
which contains a full set of programmable finite impulse response digital filters 
( 127,137). The turns counting algorithm is a sub module o f  the DSFIR program. 



Appendix B: EMG Demodulator Schematic 

The modified Bessel filter described in project 1 is used as part of a complete 
electromyogram demodulation system. The following schematic shows such a 
demodulation system that is part of a larger monitoring system. Signal flow is from left to 
right with a pre-amplified EMG signal entering the circuit at net label IN-EMGl in the 

upper left comer of the schematic and exiting at net label OUT-EMGl in the bottom 
right comer of the schematic. The signal flows through a pair of band limiting filters, a 
full wave rectifier, the modified Bessel filter, a gain amplifier, and f d l y  a level-shifting 
amplifier. 

Before the EMG signal enters the circuit at net label IN+EMGI, it is pre-amplified 
into the volt range - in the order of 1 volt peak to peak. The signal flows though a single 

pole, 15.9 Hz, high pass filter consisting of C46, R76, and amplifier 01 1A then passes 
through a 2-pole, 480 Hz low pass filter built around amplifier 0 1  1B. Amplifiers 07A 

and 07B form the full wave rectifier with diodes D5 and D2 and five 10k resistors. The 
modified Bessel filter starts at the parallel combination of COO 1 and ROO 14 and ends with 

the terminating parallel combination of COO8 and R0081. Three pairs of amplifiers are 

used to build the three frequency dependent negative resistance (FDNR) shunt branches 
of the filter. This filter has a 100 msec time constant. The 1 1 1  wave rectifier and the 

modified Bessel filter form the demodulation part of the circuit. The signal that enters 
amplifier U28C is the envelope of raw EMG signal. Amplifier U28C gains the envelope 
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by 4.3 and then amplifier U28D gains the signal by 2 and re-references the signal to the 

net named EMG1-0538 that is just a few millivolts above the system ground potential. 

The system operates from a single, 5 volt power supply with power nets labeled 
VCC3-EMGI and GND3-EMGI and the reference net labeled VG3-EMG1. On a 

simple piece of stand-alone circuitry with a split power supply, these would correspond to 

more conventional net names such as VCC, VSS, and GND respectively. Reference net 

VG3-EMGl is generated using a 2.5 volt reference relative to the net GND3-EMGI . 
Operational amplitiers in dual (TLC2272) and quad (TLC2274) packages are used 

with field effect transistor PET) input terminals and output signal drive capability that 
spans the complete supply voltage range - sometimes called rail to rail output. The field 

effect transistor input terminals of the amplifiers have very low input bias currents. This 

is important because high value resistors are used in the modified Bessel filter and 
substantial offset voltage error would result if amplifiers with higher bias current, bipolar 

transistor input terminals were used. Rail to rail output amplifiers are necessary for a 

system with a low supply voltage to prevent signal clipping. A system with wider supply 
voltage such as plus and minus 15 volts will function properly with standard output 
amplifiers. 



Appendix C: Analysis and Simulation Software 

Software source code and executable programs for analysis and simulation that 
were used in this work are included on the accompanying CD-ROM. This disk contains 

three s o h a r e  packages: DS, FCSIM, and 20MAY93. The first package, named DS, 
contains most of the signal processing software used in this work. This package includes 
the program DSVlEW that is used to review data, DSFIR that is used to process raw data, 

and the program DSEDA that is used for event driven analysis. These programs were 
developed using Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 C++ and run under the Win32 operating 
systems, Windows 95, Windows 98, or Windows NT 4.0. The entire development project 
is located in the directory named U)S on the CD-ROM and executable files are located in 
subdirectories. For example. the debug executable version of DSVIEW is located in the 
directory \DSU)sviewU)ebug. 

The second package, FCSIM, contains simulation software used in the second 
project to investigate estimates of centroid frequency using both the discrete Fourier 
transform and a second order autoregressive model. These programs were developed 

using Microsofi Visual Studio 6.0 and run under the Win32 operating systems, Windows 

95, Windows 98, and Windows NT 4.0. Four versions, versions 2 through 5, of the 
FCSIM program are included. 

The third project. 20MAY93, is a set of older signal processing programs written 
between 1989 and 1993. These programs are the predecessors o f  the newer DS package 

but they contain a few signal-processing functions not included in the new package. 
Notably. they contain the filters used for removal of sonomicrometer interference. These 

programs were developed under Microsofi DOS but they run under the newer Windows 
operating systems. Executables are located in the directory UOMAY93WSEXE- Use of 
these programs was described previously (1 32). 




